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Up for 
grabs... 
• . .  
• / the herald I 
? . 
MAYOR DAVE MARONEY 
...a poor t ime for.changes 
All acclamattons. 
"...,but no race yet 
JACK TALSTRA 
...see programs through BYDONNA VALLIERE8 when he has organized his devote more time to council "the time required on 
HERALD STAFF WRITER business affaris so he can duties, counci is alot and I'd like to 
do the job properly," 
Elections in Terrace this Mumford said. 
year look like they're ~oing This leaves Mumford's 
to be very quiet affairs seat open to Gerry Duffs 
unless more interest is who is so far the ony outside 
shown by prospective candidate to declare his 
candidates before [he Oc- intentiom to run for council. 
tober  31 nomination Duffus has stated he HELMUTGIESBRECHT 
deadline, wants the counci seat ...obllged to run again 
Themayor's seat as well because "as an alderman I 
as three aldermanic seats can be most eggective in 
will be vacant in Novemenr serving the community." point to completion of any being on the voter's list are 
but so far no one has come Aid. Helmut Giesbrecht major programs in the past that the elector be 19 years 
forward to challenge Mayo~ and Jack Talstra who have year because of or older, a Canadian citizen 
Dave Maroney for his sea 
rearrangements in annual or British subject, a 
both been on council for two scheduling of construction resident of Canada for 12 
and there are only three years have both declared 
candidates for alderman, their intentions of seeking work. He added that next months and of B.C. for six • year's council should months, and you cannot be 
Mareney who ~ante tool re-election, promote development of a disqualified under the 
office after a by "I think I have no community plan and re- regulations. 
election mid, "it's a poor obligation to run a~ain or activate the paving and 
time to make changes." they lose ~me experience," drainage programs, resideY°Udor ownd° propertyn°t have~vithto 
There will be one new Giesbrecht said. the muicipalt~,, but you 
face,on.council ~tl~ ugh, .  Talstra said he feels the Nomations for council will maust have s~gnitures of 
; ~ ~ " d ,  wllogoc.i ~ .s~l~eway.~Thoughhe'sonly closeMonday as noon so two electors in the 
~by~&~on. in  -lieen=on~.eouncil:for two there~is~atiilflme for can- municipllty to file 
~he by clench, has decid~ y~rs~ he's practically an didates to file nomination nomination papers. 
no~ to rim, .l..e~.ving h.is. seat old hand considering the papers. Deadline for nominations 
open tot oumQe candiaates, changes that have taken The main requirement in is Monday and the election 
OrganiC_ tion is the reason place in the district's ad- running for office is that the will be held November 19. 
• Mumford gives, for  not ministrative staff, person have his name on th The inaugural meeting for 
GERRY DUFFUS seeking re-election. But DOUGMUMFORD He said councillors voter's list as a registered the elected council will be 
...may replace Mumford said intends to run next year  ...bowing out this year running for re-election can't elector. Requirements for held December 5.
I I 
Only west coast port can Cancel still faces BCR costing procedures 
nnlv northwest U S PCB charges for spill to be examined in private 
• ' ' Even though Canadian Celhdose has agreed on a VANCOUVER (CP) -- ALLOW REVERSE is being used by Canada 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  by Storrow and Rankin was barrels of oil a day more method to deal with a spill of polyehlorinated The royal inquiry eom- Commission counsel Manpower and Capilano 
ConfinentalOilCo. (Conoco) off the mark because it did than can be supplledby the biphenyls in Porpoise Harbor, the federal on- mission on the British Martin Taylor proposed if College in a retraining 
told the West coast oil ports not relate to alternative off exktingpipeline system, viromnental protection service has no plans to with- Columbia Railway was after hearing t~e evidence program for workers. 
inquiry Wednesday that transportation methods that Conoco is a member of draw the 16 charge~ against them. asked Wednesday to hear the commission decides it 
Canadian oil export cut- wouldpreclude the need for Kitimat Pipe Line Ltd.~ a Keith Hebron, a senior envir0nmentnl protection evidence of the railway's need not have been beard in A t t mpt  d 
backsandproblemswiththe a port. All alternatives, said no plans to withdraw charges and will continue to closed doors, available to both news existing pipeline system in Bowden said that by 1985, consortium, officer in Vancouver, said Wednesday the agency has costing procedures behind secret, it should be made e e 
Montana mean the state the northern tier of U.S. Bowden, will be costlier to monitor theconcentrationofPCB's in the harbor after "It is the railway's view media and public, rd 
faces acoldwinter, states will need 650,000 the consumer, it's b e entreated, that mueh of the material is Mr. Justice McKenzie ~7~U !er  
Kent Bowden, ~anager of ' Cancel announced in a news release Tuesday it extremely confidential and said the commissioners 
logistics in Conoco's upply More m I!eyo plans to eontain the PCBs, a thick, syrupy substance we would ask you to exer- would examine the pro~sed gets 
and t ranspor ta t ion  that has collected at the bottom of the harbor, by cise every precaution in material before making a 
department, tohi the inquiry dumping about 35 feet of leached hog fuel on top. e,~surJ~g that total cp~, ruling on the motion, tWO years 
the company eazmot supply ~ Hebron said the spill could probably have been n~enuamy m preserve~, Mr. Justice McKenzie who 
its Billings, Mont. refinery, * • ,~ - : /  dredged from the harbor shortly after it originally George Cumming told heard evidence in earlier 
~lespite he fact that refiners t i m e  in lobprogram Ocurred, b,~t the eosis of removing tbe pollutant would commission chairman Mr. hearings that four PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
e'xport more than twothirds "be astronomical,' now. Justice Lloyd George . microwave systems, in. (CP) -- Kevin Shawn 
of Montana-produced ~:rude. Hesaid once P~ter  the food chain, by being McKenzie. eluding the B.C. Rail Hayward, 19, of Prince 
Bowden said vii wells.in OTTAWA (CP) " More Duration o f  the jobs consumed by tiny organisms in the harbor, the con- He estimated the system, svere only miles George was sentenced 
Montana produce about jobs and longer working available under the eentration of the pollutant increased thousands_ of proceedings would take five apart in the Cariboo and lumbiaTUesdaYsupremein BritiShcourtCO-to 
88,000 barrels a day, but ~riods will be added to a I rogrm are immediately times with each step up the chain to more complex da~mming told the three- sometimes shared the same two years [ess a day in jail 
only about 32 per cent of it ~ederal makework program inc/~ased to ~ weeks from organisms, mountaintops,  asked 
finds its way to Montana for youth that startOi Uct. 1, nine weeks, Cullen said. Meanwhile, about 30 demonstrators affiliated with man commission that he is communications chief C.D. on charges of attempted 
refineries. The pipeline it was announced Wed- " The federal government the Save Our Shores enviromnental group picketed prepared to have the Marlatt "why this com- murder of one RCMP officer 
system, built at a time when nesday, provides up to ~0 per eent of Caneel's pulp mill in Prince Rupert, saying the matters examined and puision to overbuild?" and criminal negligenCeharm to 
Montana got most of its supply from Canada, con- Employment Minister maximumthe wagesof $1.50Pald'ant°hour.a protectionmsufflcient.methods announced by the company are greatester°ss'examinedpossible "indetail,,,th~ railwayMarlattwantedsaid th completeCrown another.Causing bodily 
tinues to take indigenous Bud Cullen said in a but "public disclosure (of controlof asingle system in In passing sentence, Mr. 
crude away from the state, statement he is willing to the railway's cost spite of dupUeations. He Justice J. C. Bouck said he was keeping the s_entence 
, Bowden said a west coast reallocate funds from Department spending cuts calculations) carries uch a said "despzte this vas~ short so Hayward could 
o ,  e~- -~ere~o~,~, t  S t i l l  b a l a n c e d  D c ] .ge~ 1 .1_~ real danger of damage to overbuild," commercia: serve it in a provincial in- econorhm way to supply the to beef up the new Job the railway that they shall revenue which B.C. Rail re- stitution "mainly because of 
norther~United States from Experience and Training see  , heard in camera." ceivos for leased circuits your age, not because of 
eas tern '  Washington to (JET)program. ~' i He agreed with Mr. has "grown slowly and your crimes or your at- 
Justice McKenzie that the steadily" over the past 20 litudes towards them." Minnesota. A department official.~.id VICTORIA (CP) -- The compared with revenues of with a substantial lus, 
Lawyers Marvin Storrow, it has not yet peon aecmea British Columbia govern- $978.1 million and ex- we are predict~'P th~ news media should not be years. Sentences of two years or 
for the Kitimat Oil Coalition, from which other program merit had a cash surplus of penditures of $7~2.1 million balanced budget for excluded but that ther{ Chief mechanical should ~ a bi~n .ag inst any engineer, G. D. Kelly told more are served in federal 
and Harry Rap.kin, for the the money for JETwill be $100 million at the end of the inthe first quarter, year." lmb.lieauo.n oxme .eviden.ee, the inquiry his department penitentiaries. 
United Fishermen and shifted, first six months of the '~Ve will be asking all the sucn.as .~s someumea.~m: ~ acting[ as earefake~ at While pointing out that an attempted murder con- current fiscal year, Finance posen m me courts, anu cnaz the vacated Rail West pJant viction usually means a Allied Workers Union, tried He said the amount of Minister Even Wolfe sam: ministries to restrain thek lhere be an agreement ot to 
Wolfe said that all govern- 
ment departments ~ be 
to shake Bowden's con- money to be added to the .~ today_. , expenditures in the last six asked toeut expenditure by disclose any part of the ~0~.uJ~h" u " • lengthy prison term , Justice 
tention that Conoco could Kelly also said B.C. Raft Bouek agreed with not otherwise supply its refi- million JET program wm Wolfe, released the months because the cash approximately five per cent proceedings. . . . . .  
neries at Billings, Mont.and depend on the reaponse from provinces second .qu~..er flow will be decreased,"- be{wean now and fl~e nd of Tnenews morea, nesam, openings are flrst offered to Hayward's lawyer that 
Chambers ofCommerce and repo~tfo~thei~'ooenalng Wolfe told a news con- the year to offset the an- could have covies of any displac~l Rail West era- serving his sentence in a 
Wrenshall, Minn other business organizations Dec. 30, wliieh showed ferenee, tieipatedleas of $122 million brie.fspre~n.teit, but these ployees but that "the federal pentientiary would 
Commissioner Andrew which come up with job revenue of $2 billion and "Nevertheless, because in revenuea from the federal womanaveto~ereturneaat openings were very few." be "quite devastating" to 
Thompson said questioning proposals, expenditures of $1..9 billion, we are going into this period government, the close of each session. He saida portion ofthe plant Hayward. 
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Divert Kootenay into Columbia 
ilMassive river diversion cheapest energy alternative 
:- VANCOUVER (CP) -- A' 
i imassive power project 
which would evolve 
diverting Kectenay River 
:: water into the Columbia 
;.: River appears to be "the 
i ~ most economic (energy) 
: ,a  
• available in British 
ii Columbia," aside from the 
McGregor diversion now 
being studied near Prince 
George, says a B.C. Hydro 
report released Tuesday. 
Last November Premier 
Bill Bennett said he would 
not permit construction of 
the Kootenay diversion 
unless the objections of 
environmentalists and other 
citizens could be satisfied. 
The Hydro preliminary 
assessment report states 
that the diversion project is 
Union to point 
out inefficiency 
:" VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
i The Canadian Union of 
:.Public Employees (CUPE) 
i: voted Wednesday to 
::establish worker com- 
:mittees that will point out 
:management waste and 
:inefficiency and recom. 
,!mend alternative ways of 
: doing business. 
:i The proposal to develop 
i what one CUPE spokesman 
described as "a shadow 
ilmanagement," was con- 
i: tained in a major economic 
policy statement endorsed 
• by 1;150 delegates to 
.~ CUPE s national policy eon.- 
: vention. 
• CUPE,  the country's 
:largest union with 231,000 
imembers, will recommend 
to other unions that similar 
• committees be set up in the 
private sector for the 
:automobile, steel, textile, 
:fishing and other industries. 
• CUPE said that in the 
public sector, committee# 
'.will be established in the 
ifields of health care, 
:municipal services and 
education. 
• The purpose of the com- 
mittees will be to make 
public information on 
"waste,  inefficiency an~ 
• poor quality of the product 
!produced or provided to the 
public because decision- 
making and power eside in 
• the hands of a few. 
:President 
acclaimed 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Grace Hers,an was 
unopposed Wednesday " m 
her bid for reelection as 
president of the 231¢000- 
member Canadian Union of 
Public Employees (CUPE). 
Ms. Hart ,  an, who was 
first elected president in 
1975, told delegates the 
union has been through a 
rough two years "and we 
have had to fight govern- 
ments at every leveL" 
"The fight goes on," she 
told cheering delegates to 
CUPE's national policy 
convention. 
Ms. Hartman, 58, is one of 
the few women to head a 
major Canadian union. 
She has been active in 
public service unions since 
1954, when she joined the 
staff of the Ontario 
municipality of North York 
EMPHASIZES MAJORITY 
CUPE president Grace 
Hartman said her union will 
take its policy to the 
Canadian Labor Congress 
(CLC) convention scheduled 
for Quebec City next April. 
"We know from past ex- 
perience that it would be  
foolhardy to depend on the 
corporations and their 
governments odevelop an 
a 
strategy which would 
strengthen the economy and 
place the needs of working 
people in the forefront," the 
policy statement .said. 
"A new industrial 
strategy, which places the 
emphasis on the real needs 
of the majority of 
Canadians, must come from 
the labor movement. 
Ms. Hartman said it is not 
enough for the labor  
movement to criticize 
government policies. 
"We have to get involved 
ourselves, we have to start 
running for office and 




Ms. Hartman said "even 
if we don't run for office, we 
have to make sure that our 
opinions continue to b~ 
known t0'the publicr" : ; ~', 
CUPE said the economy~ 
in a"mess' b~auce ro~xgn 
and domestic orporations, 
"along with their govern- 
ment institutions, continue 
to make private investment 
decisions which increase 
profits for the few and cause 
inflation, unemployment 
and insecurity for the many. 
'"/'he Canactian Union of 
Public Employees will 
participate, along with other 
affiliates of the CLC, in the 
establishment of industrial 
and public sector com- 
mittees composed • of 
working people to begin the 
process of developing an 
a 
program." 
Ms. Hart ,  an said CUPE 
executives will meet after 
the convention to "decide 
which areas we want o zero 
in on" in the public sector. 
Its membd's are em- 
ployecs of municipalities, 
school boards, universities, 
hydro plants and other 
public bodies in all 10 
expected to reduce the 
temperature in Columbia 
and Windermere lakes by 
about seven to eight degrees 
Celsius. 
"This impact on the $60 
million recreation and 
tourism industry has not 
been addressed in the 
current studies," it states. 
"Furthermore, for long 
~eriods of time the diversion 
Koeteany River). 
DIVERSION POSSIBLE 
Under the terms of the Co- 
lumbia River Treaty, 
Canada is allowed after 
Sept. 1984 to divert up to 1.5 
million aore-feet of water 
annually from the Koctenay 
River to the Columbia river 
in the vicinity of Canal 
Flats. 
The diverted water weuld 
would reduce the flow i, the 
Kootenay River to about its 
minimum recorded level 
and this effect on the 
~ llutiun in the Kootenay ver from the Skookum- 
chuck pulp. mill effluent, for 
1984 conditions, l/as not yet 
been answered~ u '(Crest- 
wood Forest Products pulp 
mill at. Skookumcliuck 
discharges effluent into the 
Northwest future 
to be discussed 
The 46th annual meeting of the Northwest Chamber 
of Commerce and Alaskan affiliates will be held in 
Terrace this weekend with delegates from Queen 
Charlotte Islands to Houston. 
near this community in 
southeastern B.C., is facing 
a charge of possession of 
marijuana in provincial 
court Nov. S, but he insists 
he has never smoked the 
drug. 
"I use it for medicinal 
purposes," he said Tuesday. 
"My eyesight is failing 
and I find poultice of 
marijuana very beneficial." 
Lee said someone gave 
him a seed last year, but he 
didn't realize it was 
marijuana until he saw it 
pass throngh Hydro's Mica 
and Reveletake generating 
stations on the Columbia to 
produce power. 
According to the report, 
diversion of the full treaty 
amount could increase 
B.C.'s energy capacity by 
up to 870 million kilowatt 
hours annually. 
The U.S. would lose about 
400 million kilowatt hours of 
Floating dock 
needed for load 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- ,q 
!¥~? MILLION FLOATING 
DRY DOCK IS NEEDED 
BY THE Port of Vancouver 
Alsop said his owt 
company's largest dry deck 
can take only vessels of u[ 
to 14,000 deadweight tons is 
more than SO years old and 
energy annually at the studies hould be carried out 
Libby Dam as a result of the so that B.C. Hydro can apply 
project. . in 1979 for a water ,cence to 
The report, whicn is a divert the river and con- 
summary of findings by struet he project. 
Hydro engineers and Entech The report says Hydro'has 
Environmental .Consultants discussed the Keotenay 
of Vaneouver, says potential diversion project with all 
U.S. losses "could be about levels of government and 
660 feet, virtually equivalent 
to the potential gain in B.C. local citizens' groups. 
"It is apparent that he $60 The report also as~ thata 
to $80 niillinn ex~nditure public hearing could be ex- 
for the Kootenay diversion pocted for a project ,as 
project is being spent large and comp~ex" as the 
merely to transfer the Kootenay divers on . . . .  
generation location across In its conclusions, the 
the border between the U.S. report says there is not yet 
and Canada.". sufficient data to jns~y 
It says that if a water recommendations fo/a "go 
llcence is granted in 19~0, or no-go decis ion," but 
construction need not start "indications are that a 
until late 1981. viable project can be con- 
STUDY NEEDED strutted within econOmic 
The report suggests that environmental and 'social 
detailed environmenm. 1 and "limits." i' 
The two-day meeting will be highlighted b~, a panel 
discussion following lunch on Saturday. Tope will be if it is to offer full support 
"Future of the Northwest" and panel members will service to the large bulk has little more than five 
include representatives from the Department of carriers calling here, David years of useful ilfe left. , . .m~ . . . . , . . . . . .~a  - °am°
Regional Economic Expansion (DREE), B.C. Alsop, director of ad Speaking at a seminar on 
Development Corporation and Canadian Cellulose. ministrative and corporaR western ports sponsored by n Home 
Tickets for the luncheon are available from Rich development for_ Bur#arc the North Vancouver 
Green at or  a,,or at '*d,  ..ber o, .me e.nd Pm mm Insu lat ion 
b 
• . .  Tuesday. ' other organizations, Alsop p fns. _ n, 
said his company has ma pay .you. u helps glaucoma collaborated with the - -  - - - 'm " Marijuana federal government to C h e c k  i t  out  noIN'n : i~i 
develop a Preliminary ....... 
design for a rearing dry mm n n m m m m m mm 
but leads to court charge deck capable of ~-g  s.ps [ " 1.  , up to 75,000 deadweight tons Are you eligible? 
and comfortably all ships, of m ify r wms llt forel i,y mmyquali for,Want m 
the maximum size capable at 2/3 the cost o~' matena,s, Up to $350. 
GRAND FORKS, B.C. "growing higher and and charged him ~vith of locking through the • F-IYes, thlsismmMdentialbulldingofthree|toreysorless • 
(CP)-- Jack Lee, 77, who higher." "straight posession so the Panama Canal. == LJcon~tm~tedbefom194|. == 
owns a 300-acre cattle rnnch law wouldn't be so tough on Thedock design calls for a [ : ]  v~,e~mtoinmms~.~,ws~oo~o~m~-t~ 
clear inside width of more m with CMHC mccepted mkiedml~. 1 l 
/ 
"I'd read it was good for 
glaucoma so I hung it up to 
dry in the woodshed, pulled 
the leaves off, minced them 
up a bit and put the whole 
batch into a quart sealer," 
he said. 
"Then I cooked some up, 
stewed it like tea, and put a 
poultice on my eyes. It 
seemed to give me greal 
relief." " 
Lee said last mon~ the 
RCMP found about eight 
plants, some as high as six- 
feet growing in his garden 
Mnfmr labor charge 
may be quashed 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
The provincial government 
Wednesday asked the 
Supreme Court of British 
Columbia to quash unfair 
labor charges practioe~ 
filed against Educatio~ 
Minister Pat MeGeer .and 
other education department 
~fficials. 
In an application filed in 
Vancouver today, the 
government asked the 
Supreme Court to issue an 
in~unction forbidding th~ 
. Labor Relations Board from 
holding a hearing on union 
allegations that McGeer and 
others engaged in unfair 
labor practices in the 
dispute over Notre Dame 
Umversity of Nelson. 
The complaint, under 
section 5 of the B.C. Labor 
Code, was filed by Local 
1728 of the Association of 
me."  
t,ee said smoking the 
marijuana doesn't turn him 
on because "I don't and 
oan't inhale." 
"Once I gave some to an 
old fella and he smoked it 
but he said it was no good." 
than 47.2 metres, which 
would allow the dry dock to 
be extended in length at 
some time in the future 
Alsop said federal 
assistance for a dry deck for 
Vancouver is needed and is 
justified.' Without •such 
support noprivate concern 
Lee's case came to the can consider building a 
attention recently' of major dry dock to compete 
NORML, an orgamzatian against subsidized facilities 
that has pushed for removal elsewhere, he said. 
of criminal and civil Alsop said a floating dry 
penalties for possession and dock is needed because 
cultivation of marijuana shoreland cannot be spared 
when used for personal for a gra,~ing deck. Besides 
consumption, the $20 million for a floating 
structure, he said an ad- 
A NORML official said ditionai $20 million will be 
' Lee couldface a prison term needed to provide cranes, a
of up to seven years for pier and certain shore 
either cultivating of faeliitiss, bri~. Ing the total 
possession ofthe drug. bill to $40 million. 
mm D Yes, this unit Is u,ed am, pdncll~ reslde~e. 
m if you.ve answered "Yen" to all three question, we'll send ,kmg our 
Information/application kit. mm 
a:~ame ~nt. "lrhl, Im your mlllnll la~. 
ADDRESS 
IPROV~ POSTAL CODE 
g D Engll.h kit Send ,o: C.nadian Home Insulatim Program g 
P.O.Box 700 • • ' 
g St. L~m~t,  Oue~ 
H4L 5AO - -  
or through your operator crag ~t :  i 
O French kit 341-1511 (514) 
lm immmmmmmm 
.mdi hm lw Government " Oowomln~nt~.-,~ t~c,.; I ':/ 
of C I l~ id l i  duO4mlda  "' ~:  ": ' '.~"~' ' 
Programme d'l~aUo~ 
Inlm~lUofl Program des rd~dences c~nadlennes 
/ A ~ O ~ t  L'hoflomble And~ OuM~t 
Mlnlate¢ MInlstm 
IET A GREAT 
prownces. Commercial and Technical 
as a secretary ,, ' We as public employees Employees, formerly the 
Since her election,as must face the fact that there faculty association of the V~I~CO~C[  
~..v-~,~sident of CUPE.. Ms. is waste ~d inefficiency, in university. 
H;o~tma:gs?a ~ bee~edO2ti ~cPU~gm:netCtsao~.' the juinntioaddi~l~e n Ovethnememt 
policy of wage and price ,, . . . . . .  We are not responsible seeks a series of controJs anu nas pusnec fo s ~,~.,4 ¢. . . . .  . . . . .  ,hat ~!1 r the e problems but by declarations that the LRB 
-,-.,, -,,- v.y~,-.--.:- -:.- . . . . .  exposing their causes we has no authority in the enu pay mscrlmmauon on ,.^ ~.~,o ^~ ~,, canlay the foundation for an matter, including a ruling 
~= ~°'°  " . . . . .  expanded public service and that the LRB does not have 
Kealey Cummings was re- stop the process of jurisdiction to rule 
elected national secretary- privatization and cutbacks "whether comments by a 
treasurer by acclamation, which have been launched., minister of the crown in the ! "° 
• 
Here! TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES'" 635'4227 [ ~ , ~ ~ i !  ~ 
ALL.WEST GLASS - 638.1166 [ 
F~-  orONEmonth courtesy of THE [ 
. . . . .  OA,L, .ERALO I 
Phone listed for your customers l ' l ease  La l l  0~-0~' /  
pursuit of legislative aim 
are coercive, intimidating 
or constitute an unfair labor 
practice". 
Legislation passed during 
the recent session of the 
legislature reduced Notre 




On Jan. 22, 1943, the 
temperature.in Spearfish, 
S.D., rose 27 degrees Celsius 
(477) in two minutes, from 
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--Library news with Elaine Perry Schools, provinces blamedfor ignorance " 
Fact and fantasy '" Vancouver (CP) --  requirement and the national" convention in Ot- /errorism of people who : Universities and provincial provincial governments ' taW]t~-fsV.rYin8 to promote want reform andm'e going 
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Civic non-elec tion 
Every town has a reputation, and Terrace is no exception. 
In a few short months, this community will be known as 
the place where democracy withered upon the vine in the 
black days in the middle of November, 1977 because nobody 
bothered to run for a seat on the municipal council. 
The various crackpots living in the village of Paeksvflle, 
which wants the English language declared the official 
tongue of the province, will sneer in disgust at our dismal 
performance. The good burghers of Kaslo, under fire for 
passing one of the most so,st  dog by-laws in B,C, will snort 
and ro]Itheir eyes with disbelief. . 
Residents of Port Albemi, who regularly elect at least one 
avowed communist to an aldermanic slot will shake their 
heads with sorrow at the fun we're missing. Citizens of 
Kimberly, who transformed their community from a dying 
mill town to a mock-Bavarian tourist trap will sigh and 
shrug their shoulders. 
Residence of Terrace will walk with their heads bowed 
and scuff their feet in the presence of the upstanding 
citizens of Likely, Horsefly, Dot and Spuzzum. 
The spectre of a vote-less election year in which the 
mayor's eat is up for grabs is all the more horrifying when 
at least one councillor admits that city fathers can't point to 
any solid accomplishments in the past year. 
We are amazed! 
We stand aghast! 
We view with alarm! 
Nothing is more unifying for a community than a good, 
civic slugging match between sharply polarized candidates 
with informed points of view. Issues ~et thoroughly aired 
and discussed. Stands are taken, Decimons are made and in 
the end the candidates .who get elected are watched 
carefully throughout their terms in office and try to per- 
form much better. 
Nothing is more motivating to a politician in the middle of 
his term than the knowledge that he just squeaked by the in 
the last election and may not do so again. And nothing is 
easier for a politician who's sure of re-election than to 
succumb to the normal human tendency to do nothing. 
H Terrace is to establish a reputation of civic non- 
involvement, we'll get what we deserve. 
Pop music healthy 
By JAMES NELSON 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Terry 
David Mulligan, on a 10-da. y 
crosscountry tour scouting 
[or new popular misic stars, 
says the state of pop and 
rock in Canada is pretty 
healthy. 
But it is run by "people 
with too narrow an outlook." 
"We're finally be'ginning 
to hear Toronto bands in 
Vancouver, but we never 
hear anything from the 
Maritimes or Ottawa," said 
the host of the CBC's 
popular radio music show, 
Goldrush. 
"Music in Canada has 
always been run by people 
who never look beyond their 
own province, or 50 miles 
beyond their own city," 
Mulligan said. , 
"They're b ig in their 
home towns, but  that's 
where it ends. It's a terrible 
waste of talent." 
He has been broadcasting 
the rock show from Van- 
couver on both the CBC's 
AM and FM networks for 
three years, trying-- with 
some success--to attract a 
national audience. 
VISITS EAST 
He wont to St. John's, 
Nfld., Halifax and Sydney, 
N.S., to talk to disc jockies, 
talent agents and others, to 
make contact with rising 
new and young rook and pop 
groups. 
After a similar whirlwind 
visit to Ottawa, he~l spend 
two days in Toronto-- 
Canada's bi~ Apple-and 
then stop zn Wmnipeg, 
Regina and Calgary en 
route home. 
He has been inviting the 
unknown groups he finds to 
send him audition tapes, 
which could lead to studio 
recording sessions of up to 
half an hour each~ for music 
to be included in future 
Goldrush shows. 
"Two points are im- 
portant: They've got to be 
original, not just reworked 
medleys of The Rolling 
Stones, and the tapes need 
not be of broadcast quality 
so long as we can get an im- 
pression of what a group can 
do." 
Mulligan--whose face is 
best known from a series of 
beer commercials he has 
recorded for television in 
Teronto--says he doesn't 
FarOmise anyone instant 
me or fortune, and de- 
clares "this is not amateur 
hour on the CBC." 
el977 U~lv~mol preen S ~  
~o/,~ 
"1 haven't understood one word you said. Come 
I I I  back when your face gets Getter. 
Largest employer suddenly announces layoffs 
Inco: a giant that may kill a town 
SUDBURY, Ont. '(CP) -- 
Mayer Jim Gordon says 
Inca Ltd., the giant 
multinational nickel and 
copper company that is his 
city's largest employer, "is 
as arrogant as any 18th-cen- 
hn'y industrialist." 
He says he found out only 
an hour before.it was an- 




ans to eliminate 2,800 jobs 
re by the middle of next 
year. 
Over at the United Steel- 
workers of America hall, 
Dave Patterson, the 28-year- 
old who heads the local 
union, says he was formally 
ad~sed of the layoffs last 
Thursday, about 50 tninutos 
after he heard the news on 
the radio. 
"The company should be 
told it owes an obligation to 
us," he says. 
"The company should 
have said six months ago 
that it was having real 
problems and talked with 
the government and the 
unions," Gordon says. "I 
believe it's' a good 
illustration why we have so 
much labor strife." 
At inca corporate 
headquarters in Toronto, a 
public relations pokesman 
says Ontario corporatio~ 
law and the rules of the 
United States Securities Ex- 
change Commission 
prevented consultation. 
Full public dislosure had 
to he made at once, he says, 
or else the company might 
face charges it helped 
! 6 
"Ydu'll have to cometo the supermarket with me - I plan to buy two weeks" worth of 
groceries and I'll need a co-signer." 
Interpreting the news [ 
Castro's ives in Ethiopia 
The Canadian Press 
Reports that Cuban troops have 
mov~l into Ethiopia raise fresh 
questions about Fidel Castro's true 
intentions in Africa. 
While these reports come from 
only one side in the Ethiopian 
fighting, they lend themselves to a 
pattern which suggests that the 
Cuban president isin league with the 
soviet Union as part of a plan for 
largeecale influence over vast terri- 
tcriss in the turbulent continent. 
Many national leaders, including 
those who have befriended the 
Cuban president, have raise( 
questions why Castro would send 
thousands o f  troops across the 
Atlantic to fight in ..A~gois. His 
standard answer is that his African 
comrades needed help, mainl~ 
against imperi~sis, and that his 
intention was merely to protect he 
Angolan government against ex- 
ternal thefts. 
When the fighting there ended and 
the Cuban trnol~s were still seen 
there, Castro mamiained they would 
he withdrawn gradually. The with- 
drawal of his troops from Africa 
appeared to be a key point in the 
prospect for closer relations bet- 
ween Cuba and the United States. 
INFLUENCE SOUGHT 
But there have been grave doubts 
that Castro really intended to with- 
draw all his troops from Angola. 
Indeed, there hevebeen rumors that 
his troops had spread from/mgola to 
other parts of Africa, to train left- 
wing forces and influence political 
powers in general of communist 
strategy. 
Some Western observers even 
suggested that Castro was in Africa 
not so much for the love of his 
African comrades as to help pay off 
a debt of gratitude to the Kremlin for 
the huge economic aid the Soviet 
Union has provided to the Cuban 
regime. 
The Soviet Union has given the 
existing Ethiopian governmen 
strong support while at the same 
time withd/'awing aid from Somalia 
which has given sympathy' and 
support to the Western Somalian 
Liberation Front in the Ogaden 
Desert. 
To charge Somalia with impe- 
rialism might prove less convincmg 
and certainly likely to arouse little 
sympathy from black Africar 
governments more concerned about 
removing white power from 
Rhodesia nd South Africa. 
A more pointed question is 
whether Cuban troops would be in 
Ethiopia for the purpose ol 
protecting a brotherly group or 
merely to sustain Soviet policy. 
TROOPS PRAISED 
At home, Castro has depicted 
returning Cuban troops, including 
the wounded, as heroes who fought 
for a just cause in Africa. Whether 
Cubans would consider the use of 
their countrymen i  Ethiopia as a 
just struggle is another matter. To 
the average Cuban there may be 
little difference between aJ 
Ethiopian and a Somalian. 
Castro now has completed what 
appears to be a fairly successful tour 
of Jamaica where he is strongly 
admired by Prime Minister Michael 
Manley. Castro also is admired by 
Prime Minister Forbes Burnham of 
Guyana. 
Cuba has helped both these 
Caribbean eighbors by providing 
doctors and fishermen as well as 
technical assistance, in 
• Jamaica Castro also built schools 
and helped provide housing. In both 
neighboring countries there i 
among administration official 
great sympathy for the communist 
viewpoint, or as the officials prefer 
to call it, the socialist viewpoint. 
l Business potlight I 
people make a "killing on the 
stock market using insider 
information on Inco's 
troubles. While the com- 
pany's corporate office is in 
Toronto, its financial section 
is run from New York. 
The spokesman says a few 
selected government people 
were given advance notice 
but he cannot say how much 
they were told. Ontario 
Premier William Davis says 
he was told the afternoon 
before the announcement. 
MIGHT LOSE $5,000 
~But the intricacies of 
corporate law mean little to 
Eric Hansen, who faces the 
loss of $5,000 he paid as a 
down payment on a new 
house a month ago. 
"Look, if they bad told us 
a month ago, I wouldn't 
have bought the house," 
said Hansen, his voice 
cracking. "And the money I 
saved for a down payment 
could have tided us over 
until I found something 
else." 
Hansen, a 27-year-old 
native of St. Stephen, N.B., 
spent five years worifing at 
a varietyof jobs in New 
England before coming hero 
"because I heard there was 
lots of work." 
"Now I stand to lose 
everything," he said. He's 
four months short of the 
cutoff Of two years, 161 days 
for the layoffs. 
Gordon says Inca seems to 
feel that since it provides 
'10he bore it has met its civic 
u~e ' re  just fed up with 
it," he saia. 
The mayor believes his 
comments about the 
company will he interpreted 
as the angry rantings of 
another Northern Ontario 
socialist. 
"But l'm not. I was a Tory 
candidate in the 1967 
provincial election." 
The sole representative in 
this area o f  the old line 
~aerties in a sea of New 
mocratic Party mem. 
hers-Commons Speaker 
James Jerome, a Liberal-- 
shares the anger. 
He notes that he company 
announcement came 16 
weeks before the start of 
layoffs, the minimum 
required by law. 
"If that's the minimum 
we are going to get, then the 
law is going to get tougher." 
I Voice of the readers I " 
M & G burner 
is smoke-free 
With re~ard to MacGills 
and Gibbs intention to in- 
stall and operate a waste 
wood incinerator, it is 
worthwhile to take a look at 
history associated with this 
piece of equipment. 
The old style teepee or 
beehive non-modified 
burner can no longer be 
installed in British 
Columiba. The Pollution 
Control Branch will not 
issue a permit for such 
devices. 
The unit boing supplied to 
MncGflls and Gibbs includes 
the most recently developed 
techniques and control 
devices to ensure that 
complete combustion takes 
place within the burner by 
providing the required 
amount of air at the correct 
ForeSsure at the desired 
cation. Temperature 
sensing devices located at 
the exit point (Stack) 
control the exit gas tern- 
perature at approximately 
850 degrees at which tern- 
perature smoke cannot 
exist. Dampen in the stack 
remain closed or partially 
closed until this tem- 
perature is reached. 
The old style burners had 
no dampers and little or no 
control over the amount or 
location of the air in- 
troduced to the burner- 
therefore the wood burner in 
an uncontrolled manner. 
• ~ a -c01npany, we have 
supplied waste wood in- 
cinerators from British 
Columiha to New Brunswick 
and also to Australia. This 
latter installation was in 
aheavily travelled tourist 
area in New. South Wales 
and was regarded as a 
sensitvie installation. 
in conclusion, Mac Gills & 
Gibbs researched this 
project and purchased the 
unit which has proven itself 
in more than 70 installation. 
Your truly 




Let WCB train 
first-aiders 
O~n letter to Education 
Minister Par McGeer; 
Dear Sir; 
We were very 
dissapointed to hear of your 
decision to allow St.Johns' 
Ambulance Society to take 
over the adminstration of 
the Industrial Frst Aid 
okiuging, of British 
Columbia. 
run by the free'enterprise" 
businessmen but we wonder 
is this is not the direction 
that the Government is 
trying to go. _ 
The present Industrial 
First Aid Course is set' up 
and controlled by the 
Workers' Compensation 
board of Briths Columbia. '
The course material is 
strength was its name. 
Its major weakness: "The in- 
ability to penetrate the markets, in 
some cases because of prices, in 
others because of diversification 
years ag(a o. 
Virgillo Joined CCM in April, 1976 
as ex.ecuiive vice-president and However, CCM may acquire anew 
general manager after more than a owner, officials said, although they 
decade in the automotive industry, have not been specific about a 
When he moved in, the first thing buyer. But if it 'is sold, it would 
!1o did was assess the company's appear to be away on a firmer 
strength and weaknesses, he said, f~ting. 
and concluded that its major Management consultants, en- 
g~ |ed b~ CCM last year to see 
ether it should stay in business, 
CCM made over the years was to 
maintain heavy production of a 
certainline of bicycles longafter the 
market had peaked, while con- 
sumers were buying cheaper ira- 
ported models. 
•halusble training Jeopar. sod by allowing it to 
become a profit making, 
gree enterprise ndeavour. 
The health and safety of our 
working population is too 
important to be left to those 
who wish to make a profit on 
strongly recommend that all 
respansiblity for first aid- 
training, including ad-' 
minstration of the courses, 
into new products, and other cases 
simply plain ineptness." 
working nearly 14 hours a day, 
vlrgilio spent six months assem- 
bling a team of a dozen new 
managers, mostly from the 
automotive industry, cleaned out the 
deadwood and watched others leave 
in anger. 
CCM, together with other Ca- 
nadian manufacturers, appealed to 
the federal government to impose 
import restrictions. The government 
complied with their request last 
spring. 9 
What does the future hold. 
be left completely with the 
Workers' Compensation 
Board, and that the WCB 
use the local commumito had this to say: 
"We are reasonably confident that 
given an immediate injection of cash 
and a commitment by CCM to the 
suggested course of action, CCM can 
survive its current difficulties and 
re.establish its profitability. CCM is 
a viable operation, capable and 
worthy of survival." 
The suggested course of action 
concerning acash injection included 
"Our objective is to make damn 
sure we can turn this company 
around," Virgilio said. "We're ~oing 
to continue to be dissatlsfiec 
managers until we have achieved 
that goal, and then some." 
"Given a fair start, we know this 
company is a real going concern." 
this training. 
We cannot help but 
wonder-If the Provincial 
Government is going to 
"farm out" this important 
edcuation feature, how soon 
will it be before the 
education of our children is 
sines"farmed out". We do 
not wish.to see our schools 
colleges as the exclusive 
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Herald Staff Writer 
: After a six-month Job 
search, the .district has 
hired Sharon Louffh as 
recreation program co. 
ordinater. 
The title explains the job, 
she says. "I'm not here to 
nsurp .any existing 
programs nut to.act as a 
liason with exisung clubs 
and develop programs 
where there are deficien- 
cies." 
One of her first projects is 
to start an adul[ learn-to- 
skate class. 
"My activities are not, 
restricted to the pool and 
i arean. Some things will he 
held in school rooms and 
gymnasiums, rve also been 
{Sinkin8 about wilderness 
courses, but that's still a 
long way off." " 
Recreation isn't just 
sport. It includes cultural 
t~dugslike music and dance. 
I,ough also plans to have 
craft programs. , 
The co-ordinator s de- 
tivitien should not be 
[restricted to one age group 
Ishe says. "I want.to develop 
l a program where any 
Iperson can find something 
Izuitable." 
Sharon Lough 
Longh comes to Terrace 
from a job as 'the area 
consultant for •Northern 
Vancouver Island in water 
safety for the Red Cross. 
She ran instructor training 
clinics, held public in- 
formation seminars and 
promoted water sa fe ty . .  
• Wm'~... y .e¥.s age, horn  
tourea me xuxqp us aqpa.qc 
supgMsor 0t.me pomp3e 
poo!s operated oy me 
territorial government. 
If you have any ideas for 
new recreation programs, 
Sharon can he reached at 
(138-1174. 
ntario MLA gets 
boxing honors 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Mooney, Hamilton, and 
Mickey Hennessey, the Frank Pucci, Toronto in the 
fighting member, of the hall of fame ceremonies. 
Ontario legislature from In addition to the in- 
Thunder Bay, heads a list of ducUen ceremonies, pecial 
1:1 new members being in- medallions will he presented 
ducted Friday into the to Canadian heavyweight 
Canadian Boxing Hall of champion George Chuvalo 
Fame. of Toronto, selected by the 
CBHF as its man of the Henuessey, who fought 
recently for charity on an year; AI Hogan of Toronto, 
old timers' boring card in ambassador of the year; 
Montreal,joins Li]' Arthur Tom Lofts of Rochester, 
King of Toronto; William N.Y., boxing writer of thd 
(Billy) blaich, Brantford, year; Billy Ranelli o f  
Ont.; Paul Sheaffer, Win- 8udbury, Ont., Canadian 
nipe~; Bob Edget, Dorches- Amateur Boxing 
ter, N.B.; Billy LandrY, Association's boxer of the 
Oshawa, Ont.; brothers 
Jackie and Ted Phillips, 
/ 
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$250,000 competition 
Curling prizes will surpass golf 
By JOHN SHORT EDMONTON (CP) -- A some competition before other top Europeans, but we we made our expenses and 
$250,-000 curling com- they come here. ran out of time. maybe a small profit of 
petition is likely within the '"For one thing, we'll have "We came up with the about $3,000. 
next five years, placing that more international rinks idea about 18 months ago, "That's because all of our 
sport well ahead of  Ca- next year. but we only' got started in workers were volunteers. 
naaian golf in terms of prize "Rags_ ar Kamp (Swedish. earnest in June--so we only For the effort everybody put 
money, says the man behind world champion) was anat- had.four months, in, that profit Works out to 
the $50,060 World Open traction. We tried to get "Our attenck, nce was a tess than two cents an 
curling tourndment of some Americans and some little bit disappointing, but ~cur." . . . .  
champions that ended 
Tuesday. ~. . . . . .  ., 
• Tournament chairman ' . . .  
Darwin Daviduk, a com- ' .... ' 
puter systems analyst with 
the provincial agriculture 
department, said in an in- 
terview he expects he world 
open pri~e to reach $I00,4)00 diM, A I  mM next year. 
"We're sure it will be at . ~ b , . ~ l i ~  ~ 
least $75,000 and we're  /,Iv I exI~cting to offer $100,000 intotal money," said Daviduk. 
"We hope ~ make eno_u~h NDS money avaLlanle so nnv, s , 
that qualify in the final 16 " 
get enough to make it worth- 
while." 
He plans to approach CBC 
and c'rv officia~ about ele- 
vising the final next year. AGllF.AT(2~KXCE COMPOUND INTEREST BOND 
"I'm sure' there's enough This year, Canada Savings Bonds ~Ifi~;ou ffek savings growth, or 
interest in the sport to offer you a great choice. There's anew an investment for the t'uture, or a 
justify televising something Regular Interest Bond that pays retirement fund, .'you'll choose the 
besides the Canadian championship, which CBC interest each year. And a new new Compound Interest Bond. Alter 
aoes every spring. Compound Interest Bond that the f!rsf ye.a~ yot! .will earn interest 
dThe Canadian PGA golf re-invests your interest automatically, on ybur interest, at the annual rate of 
tournament is televised and earning interest on your interest. 8.06%. Interest on this bond is left to 
the'total purse is much less SAFEI"Y, INSTAHT CASH AND accumulate and is payable only uport 
than $100,000, or even the redemption orat maturity. Here's 
850,000 we offered this A GOOD RETURN how the value of a $100 bond grows: 
year." Both new bonds retain the great N,,,.. I Vah,e N,,v. I Vah,c N,,v. I Value ~ 
Tom Reed of St. Albert, features that have helped to make 1978 $107.00 1,)81 $135.6~ I,)84 $171.77 
reigning Alberta ehampion, Canada Savings Bonds the favourite 1979 $115.81 1q82 $14~,.76 IL)~5 $18"5.81 
made a difficult double- investment,for millions of Canadians 1980 $125.34 198~ $158.78 1,~8(, $200.,)7 
takeout with his last rock on over the past 31 years. They're asafe, The Compound Interest Bond may be 
the 10th end to defeat hree- secure investment. They're instant purchased for cash ~r ,,n the 
time world champion Ron Northcott of Callgary 74 in cash anytime. And they earn good convenient Monthly Savings Plan 
the final. The winning rink interest~year after year. wherever ¢ou bank or invest. It is 
won $20,000 and the losers New Canada Savings Bonds are available in denominatitu'ls ors 100, 
shared $8,000. dated November 1, 1977 and yield an $300, $500, $1,000 and $ 5,000. 
EXPECTS BOOM average annual interest of 8.06% 
Daviduk is convinced when held to'maturity in 1986. Each THE CHOICE IS YOURS 
curling is on the brink of the new bond begins with 7% interest the As you can see, new Canada Savings 
ty_i~ of explosion ,arnold first year and earns 8.25% interest for Bonds offer you a great eho ice~the 
Palmer provided for North each of the remaining 8 years. Regular Interest Bond and the 
American golf. Compound interest Bond. Both new 
"We need a national tour ,  REGULAR INTEREST BOND bonds are on sale fio~v up to a 
for one thing. We're so close If you want a regular annual income combined total purchase limit of 
from your investment, you'll like the $15,000. They have been specifically to a major western tour that 
year, and to Eddy Melo of it couldbappen new Regular Interest Bond which designed to meet your savings goals. 
Toronto, Ontario Amateur hypothetically within 15 pays interest automatically each Nov. Choose the one that's right fi)r you. 
Toronto; Maurice Camyre, Boxing ,association's boxer minutes. Itwould help if the 
Winnipeg; Tommy . 'of the year. game developed a household 1st. You have the choice of receiving 
Rubicon, Hamilton; Joe name~ a hero to the masses your in terest either by cheque or by 8 Q O ~ O - r a "  % like Palmer was. direct deposit into your chequing or 
"We have about 1,000 top savings account. This new direct Bench-warmer scores  competitive curlers in deposit feature is an added 
L i  erpool Canada now. That is . . . t o  pr vide convenience for you.the certainly enough You can buy Regular Interest ~,n~.~ i ~ ._ .   _[. st for v team 64 IPed rin~ for a series of Bond for cash wherever you bank or 
m a invest in denominations of $300, 
LONDON (Reuter) --  
David Fairclough, who 
specializes in. co .n~. off the 
substitute's nesch to score 
vital goals for Liverpool, put 
the ~urepean cham~o_ns 
into the last 16 el me j~ngasn 
league Cup soccer teur- 
nament Wednesday. : .  
Fairelough, brought on to 
replace Welsh striker.J ohi]. 
Tasback after 70 minutes ox 
the home tie with Derby, 
scored twice in his first five 
minutes on the field to 8ire 
Liverpool a 2-0 win. 
Thi~! Division Wrexham, 
which last year knocked off 
two First Division clubs-- 
leicester and Tottenlmm 
Hotspur--this time beat 
Frist Divlsion side Bristol 
City 14} with a header by 
Bobby Shinton. 
An Andy Gray penalty put 
Aston Villa through with a 1- 
0 victory over queens Park 
Rangers and Leeds crushed 
Colchester 4-0. 
But there was a sudden 
comedown for Tottenham, 
which "scored the bigg~t 
league win In the club's 
history when' it beat Bristol 
Rovers 9-0 on Saturday. 
Spars lost 3.9. at home 'to 
Coventry. RayGraydon 
scored lhe winner after 
hitting the crossbar and  
missing from two yards in 
- the previous SO secones. 
TO BCAA MEMeERS 
POINT ' 
AUTO CHECK 
PHONE OR CALL FOR 




& ? 1 1  I m k a d 4 m  
major competitions 
concentrated period. $500, $1,000 and $5,000. "What curlihg needs is a 
national commissioner," 
said Daviduk, 34. 
"Maybe it's too early for 
that--just as it's too early 
for a $250,000 tournament. 
You could say they're beth 
dreams, but they're not 
unreasonable dreams. 
"I know we could get 
major companies involved 
as sponsors next year," he 
said. "Maybe we'll operate 
two weeks later, to give 
more curlers a chance for 
COMPOUND INTEREST OR REGULAR INTEREST 
• . .1 • . .o  • - . . , . 
• r 
: AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
i .,.,,,. TUNE-UP 
.'39'95 
I 
GSOUARA--  E SEE IIgR SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
DAYS ORI THEY'LL KEEP YOU 601H6 
4000 MILES] 
TER RAi)E TOTEM FORD SALES LTD, 
4631 KBlU 11HIit Kj U ,  6354994 
. . .  , .  
. . . . .  • . . . . .  . '7  
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THE Herald, 3212 Kalum Streut 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6357.Terrace 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
'Yearly by mall In Canada 
140.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 
per year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage in cash. ' 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired dey of publication. $2.00. 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
claulflnd ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2rid and 4th Thur- 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.~t41. (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUE 
Meet every Tuesday night at 6 
in the Skeana Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635. 
2847 or 635-3023. 
Kermoda Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesdeyof each 
month at 6 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further information phone 635- 
Meeting - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First end Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
L~zelle A.venue. 
The Catholic Womens League 
will hold their Annual Fall Tea 
and Bazzear on Sat. Oct. ~ at 
the Vor l t~ A'i~terlum.~ 
CTF 
Skeana District Girl Guides 
would !ike to anno.unce"~tldl 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhlll area. 
Girls between the ages of 14 and 
18 who are Interested please call 
635.3061 or 638-1269 (ctf) 
A Tea and Bazaar will be held in 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
The I.O.F. regular mestlngs.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
Order at the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hall corner of Sperksand Park. 
Donuts and coffee 50 cents. 
(off.Nov.19) 
Terrace CheaS Club le looking 
for now players. Everybody, 
Including beginners, ere 
welcome to attend. 
Games end Instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Beard Room. For I~formstlon 
Phone Joe at 63S.S,II9 (otf) 
"Symix~lum on Coping with 
Cancer". Presented by Kltlmst 
Unit, Canadian 5oclety. At: 
The Museum, City Center on: 
Oct. 26, 1977 (Wednesday) at 7 
p.m.. Free. All welcomed. 
St. Mstbew's Anglican Church 
Chrlstmes Bazzer. sat. Nov. 26. 
at 2 p.m. 
The Terrace Art AlSoclatlon 
wil l  be sponsoring a pre. 
Christmas sale of arts and 
crafts on Dec. 4, If there Is 
sufficient Interest on the part of 
local artists and crafts people. 
Any group, Individual, or 
organization interested I, 
having a display or booth should 
phone 63S.7562 or 635.4395 before 
Nov. 1, or write the Terrace Art 
AswclatlDnr Bgx 82t Terrace. 
An open Invitation to ettend a 
Celebrity Jewellry Party. 
Come end have coffee and see 
111o |ewellery display. 
Wednesday November 2nd e 
p.m. at the new Chlld 
Development Center, 251{) South 
Eby St. 
A percentage of the sales will 
be donated to the centre. 
The Minus One Social Club will 
host a dance on Saturday, 
October 29to, at the Sandman 
Inn In Terrace starting at 9 p.m. 
Drinks and snacks. 635.9649 or 
638.8294. For single adults - 25 
yeora or older. 
Rummage and Garage Sale 
Knox United Church Hall 
Saturday, October 29, 1977 
10:00 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
"All types of household Items 
Including turn Iture and 
clothing. 
Sponsored by United Church 
Women 
. .  +. 
1. Coming Events 
PARENTS iN CRISIS 
Are you making your own life 
end your children's miserable? 
Do you constantly yell at your 
children, or hit them, or find it 
herd to control your angry 
feelings toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely con- 
fidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638.0302 
There will be a poetry reading 
at the Terrace Little Theatre 
saturday night October 29 at  8 
p.m. with Barry McKInnon and 
Ken Belford. Admission Is free 
and spon~red by the Northwest 
Community. College, Com. 
munlty Education Services and 
the Canada Council (no 3.19) 
7. Lodge Funera l  Notice 
Rebekah Lodge Tea and' 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. 5, 2-4 p.m. 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p.m. 
Old Age Ponsloners Tea and 
Bazaar Sat. Nov. 12, 1:30-4:30 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room. 
Raffle draw 4:00 p.m. (ctf.Nov.) 
14. Business Personal  
Golden Rule: Odd lobe for the 
Iobless. Phone 635-~35. 3238 
Kalum. (cff) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Retrigeratlve Contracting an d 
household repairs. Phone 635: 
5011 or 631.1221. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. Phone 635.5876 
or 431.1231. (ctf) 
Reflexology by Pearl. Call 635- 
19. Help Wanted 
WANTED: Bar manager and 
steward. Branch 13 Royal 
Canadian Legion. Application 
and resume by October 28, 1977. 
Care of O.A. Kaulbeck, Branch 
13, R.C.L., 4425 Legion Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. (c4-19) 
33. For Sale - Misc. 
Storage space available for 
campers, boats, vehicles, etc. - 
Llmltedspece left. Call 635.4328 
for quotes. (clf.m and th) 
Do you have horses? Milk 
Cows? We have. excellent 
alphalfa In the barn at $1 bale. 
Phene'846-5691 or 846-5598. (c2- 
:4, c2-19, c2.4) 
For Sale: 
Brother Electric typewriter. 
portable very good coodltlon. 
Phone 630.1639. (C. 
• 9,10,11,12,13,14,1S,16, 
17,18,19,20( 
FOR SALE: Welner + pigs for 
sale. Six weeks old. Phone 635- 
3388 (c5.19) 
For Sale: Concrete forms for 
sale or rent. 8x10" wooden 




Your No. 1 Investment In year 
round fun & fitness for the whole 
family. (indoor preschool 
medels are now available.) The 
ideal Xmas glffl 
Sundance Trampolines .are 
weatherproof, compact for 
storage, malntenence free & 
fully guaranteed. 
3854. (;'. 
I I l ' -  
Wobb Refrigeration 




Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
ctf) 
I I I - -  _ I . . . . . . . .  
F.7.1' ~1,28) • Phone or write Sundance 
- ----~_ _ right away for free brochures. 
Ceramics by Pearl 
Work Shop. Call 635.3854 for , 
further Information. 
(off.feb 14-7e) 
! i PIANO TUNING J CALL  635-4080 I RAY BYFIELD 
i (c8-14) for appointment 
19. Help Wanted 
WANTED: Ntor School Day 
care needed for 6 year old in the 
Thornhlll school area. Own 
transportetlon helpful. Call 635. 
3642 after 6p.m. (stf) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full tlme, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 








• Day to day coordination of 
office 
Correspondence 
Arranging Interviews and 
dealing with public 
EXPERIENCE: 
• Minimum Grade 12, 3.5 years 
secretar ia l  exper ience ,  
preterrably in a related field 
• Shorthand an asset 
• Accurate typing 
• Ability to work without 
supervision 
SALARY: 
• $900.00 per month with review 
at April Ist, 1978 
Send resume to Box 2904, 
Smlthers, B.C. 847.4448 before 
November 4, 1977. 
(c3.14, c3.19) 
HELP WANTED: Large 
National Company requlre~ 
sales person for Terrace, 
Kltlmat, Prince Rupert area. 
Usual company benefits. 
Experienced In Industrial sales 
preferred but not necessary. 
Please reply In writing to Mr. 
Roberts at 7786 Langcaster 
Crescent Prince George, B.C. 
Full resume preferred. (c15-4) 
SUNDANCE TRAMPOLINES 
1358~-- SEYMOUR ST. 483-43,13 
VANCOUVER, B.C. V6B3P5 
FOR SALE: Metal storage 
shed 10x21 10 months old. Like 
new condition. View at No.St 
Timberland. Phone 635-6422 
(pS.I) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Yamaha 80 
Endure. Asking price $300. 
Excellent condition. Phone 635- 
2312 (c5.1) 
New hay for sale: R. Perry; 
Woodcock, B.C. Mailing ad- 
dress: Be'x 99, Kltwanga. 
Phone 112.849.5404 (p- 
22,5,10,20,5,10,15,20) 
FOR SALE: 9x12 Foam backed 
short shagg patterned carpet 
with 9' matching runner . 2 
munthsold. Asking S125. Phone 
638.8237 after 5 p.m. (c3-18) 
FOR SALE: 1976- 36" insulated 
Vangaurd Canopy. Phone 635. 
9493. (pS.19) 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at I0c, 
25c, 68c Mln. order $5.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
setlsfaotlon or inoney refunded. 
Win. W. Larkln, Canyon Vlew, 
Placer Mlnes, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c-4-20) 
FOR SALE: ~ camper top for a 
Mazda. Selling price $350 
Phone 638.8366 (c3-20) 
FOR SALE: One male 
Dachshund.chihuahua crass. 
Very small. Black and Tan 
color. Loveschlldren. 5months 
old. $35.00. One bird cage and 
stand -$10.00, One pair boy's 
skates • used one - Dauost brand 
• S15.00, One man's leather coat 
• size 42. new $80.00. Phone 635. 
5339 afternoons.(p2-19) 
38 Wanted .  Misc. 
WANTED: G78.15 Winter tiros. 
Phone 635.9359 (p1.19) 
44. Room & Board  
ROOM & BOARD: Available 
Phone 63S.2604 after 4 p.m. (c5- 
~.0) 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apt. 
with frldge and stove. $T25.00 
per m~)nth. Westerhof Apt., 
Nelson Rd. Phone 635~904. (c4- 
2) 
FOR RENT: Small 1 bedroom 
pertlally furnished cabin. 6 
miles' from town. For more 
information phone 847-2152 or 
write to M. Farrell RR NO.1 
Smithers, B.C. (p5.1) 
48. Suites for Rent 
J O".Ion Manor j 
IFurnlshed or unfurnished studio I
Ior 1 bedroom apartments. I 
ISecurlty enterphone. Sauna.I 
/ 635.394~ I 
/ 638.1o32 ,I 




Office No. 2 - 4603 Scoff. One, 
two and three bu¢lreom part- 
manta. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 





4450 Llflle Avenue 
Sleaplng rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located.. Fully 
furntshed. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non-drinkers 
only. Phone 635.6611. (ctf) 
I , I 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 




4ew 1, 2 end 3 bedroom suite s 
for rent. Frldge, stove, drapes, 
carpet, rec area, sauna and pool 
|eble, with security en. 
terpohene and elevator. Ab. 
sotutely no pets. 
(off). 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full basement, lV~ baths, ~/~ 
block from schools. 3 rain. walk 
from town. Suitable for 
families. S250 per month. 6 
months lease. Apply suite 116, 
3530 Kalum. (ctf) 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for rent, 
some with basement and car- 
port, private entrance and 
patio. To view see full time 
caretaker at Apt. No.e on Scott 
Ave east of Kalum or phone 635. 
4841. (off) 
FOR RENT: Wanted, person to 
share costs in a 2 bedroom 
mobile home. Can bo male or 
female. Call 63a.8307 (c3.20) 
49 Homes for Sale 
For Sale: 3 bedroom modular 
home. Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900. Phone 635.3489 or 679- 
3~61 (c.Sept. Oct) 
II 
FOR SALE 
3 bedroom home with com. 
plated basement, suite car .paled 
throughout, Shaw tlreplace 
plus many extras. Drive by 4801 
Halilwell or phohe 635.39~ after 
5 p.m. for details. Priced at 
551,500. (ctf) 
|ml  
There Is an open house with freeJ 
donuts & coffee Oct. 29 and 30 at I 
3965 Walker Ave. This 3 I 
bedroom bargain packed home I
Is priced in the low 20% Phone I 
~as.~06. Ip2.19) I 
For Sale: Acreage in town. 
Family house, barn end out 
buildings. Offers consider 
renting with options to buy. 
Immediate occupancy. View at 
4213 Sparks. Phone 635.3620. 
(p8-19) 
HOUR FOR SALE: 3 bedroom 
house. Wall to wall carpet, full 
basement, "gas heat, close to 
School and town. Drive by 4921 
Park or phone for appointment 
635.7382 or 635-7594 (f.m.w 
1ruth) 
\ 
52. Wanted to Rent~,, '
WANTED TO RENT: 3 
bedroom house or duplex for the 
first partof Dec. Phone 635.5132 
(cS.1) 
55. Property  for  Sale 
5.2 acres of land In Woodland 
Park Subdivldlon $14000.00 or 
Best Offer. Owner anxious to 
sell . Phone 630-1639 (C. 
9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18, 
19,20) 
57. Automobi les  
1946 Willies ieel; CT2AIin good 
candlflon. Phone 638.1~40 after 
6 p.m. (c5.19) .. ' i  ~" 
Winter storage problems. 1971 
Chrysler Newport, 2 door 
hardtop, buck seats, console, 
automatic, new paint, low 
mileage, also 5 14" radial tires 
on Chev rims. Two are winter 
tires. Best offers. Phone 635• 
3772 after s (p5.19) 
57. Automobile:;  
FOR SALE: 1974 Dodge 
Window Van V0 "316" P.S., ~ 
P.B., Radio. Brand new radials 
and exhaust system. Only 
24,000 miles. Excellent con- 
dition. Asking $4,300 O.B.O. 
Phone 635.7006 (IO$-1) 
FOR SALE: 52 passenger adult 
bus. Good condition. 1968 Ford. 
Alr brakes. 750 Ford Classic. 
Good rubber on it. $2,300. 635. 
5336 (ctf4.19) 
FOR SALE: 1975 Ford V= ton 
pickup with custom Insulated 
canopy, equipRed for sleaplng. 
New condition . 26,000 miles, 
snow tires. $3400 O.B.O. Phone 
635-5407 (p4-19) 
FOR SALE: 1975 V.W. Beetle. 
Excellent condition, 1971 In- 
;ernatlonal Travelall offers??? 
Phone 638.0203 (IN.19) 
74 HONDA CiViC 
"HATCHBACK" 
Featuring: Low mileage, AM. 
F.M. dash stereo tape deck, 
radial tires, clock, roof rack, 
console, many other options. 
Get economy with good gas 
mileagel Phone 638.1449 after 5 
p.m. (c8-19) 
FOR SALE: 1974 Dodge Van 6 
cyl standard P.O., one owner 
635.6986 (p3.20) 
58. Mobi le  Homes 
For Sale: 1972 12x60 Statesmen, 
3 bedrooms trailer, with 
franklin fireplace, furnished or 
unfurnished. Has 8x28 veranda 
with an 8x8 Insulated entrance 
room on back door, 8x12 utility 
shed. Completely fenced for  
privacy, located in trailer court 
2 blocks from school, store and 
laundromat. Price redu~nd as 
owners being transferred. 
Interested. Parties call after 6 
p.m. 635-$603. (109-19) 
4 year old 3 bedroom Safeway 
House trailer. Nice kitchen 
I lv lngroom are a, laundry 
hookups ervlc'e. 75' fencnd lot. 
Furnished wfth appliances; For 
more Information phone 635- 
6916 after 6 p.m. (c.4,9,14,19,3~ 
REPOSSESSIONS 
Two 1974 Mobile Homes for 
sale. One 12x56 tWO bedroom, 
one 12x68 three bedroom. Both 
located in local trailer courts. 
Anxious to sell, best offer before 
November 10, 1977, will be 
considered. Contact Gerry 
Warren, Assistant Manager 
Royal Bank, Terrace, 635.7117. 
(c8.4) 
58. Mobi le  Homes 
FOR SALE: I0x42 Premier 
house trailer. Semi.furnished 
$1,S0O cash or maybe bought on 
rental purchase. For  more 
information and to view. Phone 
635.2482. (p6•19) 
BULLFROGS HIT ROAD 
An average bullfrog can 
jump nearly nine times its 
own length and travel about 
10 miles an hour, says 
National Geographic. 
CAREER ALTERED 
Boeing Air Transport ,  
predecessor of United Air 
Lines, assigned e ight  
registered nurses to  its 
flight in 1930-creating the 
first stewardesses. 
I O , ~ m "  O , l i .  O . ~ ,  ( ) ~ O. i  
60. Tenders 
TENDERS 
The Regional District of 
Kitlmat Stiklne Invites ten- 
dars for the snow plowing and 
sanding contract of the access 
road te the Kltoumkalum Ski 
Hill for the 1977.70 ski season. 
The contract calls for clearing 
and sanding of approximately 
two miles of access road and 
parking areas as required by 
the ski hill manager. 
Tenders must state equipment 
available and hourly rates for 
such equipment with 
operators. The successful 
applicant must regard this 
contract as a first priority. " 
Tenders for this contract must 
be submitted to the following 
address before 4:00 p.m. 
November 4, 1977: 
Ski Hill Road Clearing 
Regional District of Kitimat 
Stikine 
No.9 -4444 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace,, B.C. 
J _  
Tender forms with envelopes, 
specifications, and conditions of 
tender can be obtained from the 
Ministry of Highways and 
Public Works at any of the 
following Ioatlons: 3876 
Norlond Avenue, Burnaby, B.C. 
(telephone 294-4711), No.320, 
1488 Fourth Avenue, Prince 
George, B.C. telephone 562.8131 
LOcal 244), No.317, 1201 . 103rd 
Avenue, Dawson Creak, B~C. 
(telephone 702.5931 Local 251), 
or suite 200, 4664 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
(telephone 638.1422). 
The Minlstr'~ "General 
Specifications for Highway 
Construction" to which the 
construction of this contract 
shall conform, are also 
available for the sum of 10.00 
drls. 
Cheques or money orders shall 
be made payable to the Minister 
of Finance. No such purcha,s 
are refundable. ..... ~. ~- 
Ministry office hours are from" 
8:30 am to 12:00 noon and 12:30 




Ministry of Highways 





THEN: Though little is 
known of licorice in early 
prehistoric times, the'Chinese 
books of medicine, the first 
written/records ofman, spoke 
of it as a magical herb that 
lent youth to the bodies of 
aging men. Interestingly, the 
fighting legions of Imperial 
Rome carried licorice as part 
of their rations, and Roman 
physicians employed it in the 
treatment of Julius Caesar's 
epilepsy. 
"LOOK" 
As low as $200.00 you can buy a 14' wide 
mobile home - furnished, set up and dallvered. 
HURRY! 
Phone Mr. George - collect 434-9175 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 3 .7~ 
THE DnlLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
"WANTED" 
AMBITIOUS BOYS OR GIRLS 
to do carrier mutes in 
THORNHILL 
Good experience and earnings 




FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
Before yw' l~ ,  i'i~v~ f lg~ the adveMaglH~;ML~ltds r~lb~..~ 
own pMn. All monies plld apply to purchaea~  Wh~ tie up 
your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last months mt  end~ 
drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 pickup 78 Econollne Van 78 C 100 Chev pu 
$146.00 per month S!36.00 per month S129.00 per moMh 
lease end price lease end price lease end prico 
$2,175.00 $1,975.00 $1,875.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
71) camaro HT 78 Zephyr Sedan 70 Doclge Van 
$139.00 per month $124.00 per month $129.00 per moflth 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
$2,025.00 $1,825.00 $1,875.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 78 F150 4 x 4 78 Olds Cutlass 
$99.00 per month $155.00 per month S139.00 per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
$1400.00 $2,275.00 $2,035.00 
or simri Y return or simply return, , or simply return 
FOR ;URTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-R ICHARDS COLLECT 
• 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1168 MARINE DRIVE 




Do you require •extra 
storage space space? 
nAIUBLE IMMEDIATELY 
i 
- -H , ,.,.d pr.mi... 
1974 MONTEGO P.S.,. P.O., AUto 351 CIO m ~( Regularly patrolled 
1975 MONTEGO P.S., P.B., Auto 400 CID PJ 
1974 RIDEAU P.S., P.B., Auto 400 CID II 
1974 CHEV 1 TON P.S., P.a.,aTrack, Radio, Tilt E ~K Centrally located 
Steering, 454 CID rl • 
1973 FORD CREW CAB 4 Spd., Trailer Hook-up, 1-10 I~ 
Aux. Cony 3,0C,D Reasonable rates 
, . . v . . .  41  c . .o  , A 7 1976 F-350 VAN P.S., P.B., Auto, Captain Buckets, I~ 
TreilerHook.up,460CID ~ 0 LL  636"636 
1974 CHEV s/s TON 4X4 P.S., P.O,, Radio, 4 Spd. U 
1972 PONT. sw P.S., P.B., A,to, Radio a FOR FURTHEi~ DETAILS 
1974 C.EV P.U. A,to, Radio, 350, Tool Cox, Comp, R | MHOAYO TO FRIDAY Tank Available bl 
1974 P.U. % TON 360 4 Sad. I~ I 
vIEW AT 3100 BLAKEBURN AVE. OR N i . ,b  t , , ,  l l l l l  i 
PHONEANKEAT ' LJ 
BUS. ~%~67 
oe~.eR NO 01mA 
__  ~ ~J~ __  ~ ~,  m ,.~, . . . . .  
t t 
?" HIghweys 
~.'( Hotlceto Contreciors 
,, Sooth Peace River 
:': Electoral District 
Proi~t ,No. c.~s 
• 'Supplyof a loader and trucks to 
~ load, haul and dump 80,000 tons, 
~more or less,.of pit run granular 
aggregate from the East Pine 
Pit (No. 4357), cost to shoulder 
widening along the Hart High. 
way No.97, a haul distance 
ranging from Mile 7 to Mile 13. 
Tender Opening Date: Friday, 
November 4, 1977.. 
:SEALED TENDERS, on the 
forms and In the envelopes 
provided, acoompanled by is bid 
bond or certified, cheque as 
defined In the Instructions to 
bidders, will be received by the 
Ministry of Highways and 
Public Works In Room 317, 
• Provincial Building, 1201.103rd 
. Avenue, Dawson Creek, B.C. up 
to 2:00 p.m. Friday, November. 
4, 1977, at which time tenders 
.will be opened In public. The 
.:lowest or any tender not 
i~necessarlly accepted. 
Notlceof Application 
for Change of Name 
': NOTICE Is hereby given that 
,an application will be made to 
the Director of Vital Statistics 
for a change orname, pursuant 
to the provisions of the "Change 
of Name Act," by me: 
'Elizabeth • Ann Betty Ann 
Koblorskl of 2509 Brauns island 
In Terrace, lnthe Province of 
• ~ltlsh Columble, ms MUows: 
To change my name from 
Elizabeth Ann Betty Ann 
Koblerskl to Elizabeth Ann 
:~t~ Ann Story. 
Dated this 25 day of October, 
A.D. 1977. 
Late shot ties 
Leafs, Canadiens 
TORONTO (CP) -- inn . than five minutes later when 
Turnl0ull knocked down a 
clearing pass just inside the 
blue line and beat Montreal 
nemtminder Ken Dryden 
with a slap shot at 18:36 of 
the third period to lift 
Toronto Maple Leafs into a 
?,-2 NaUonal Hockey League 
fie Wednesday night with 
the camdlens. 
The Leafs went into th~ 
third period trailing the 
Canadiens 2-0 on goals by 
Larr~ Robinson mkl Steve 
Shutt but rookie Jimmy 
Jones cut the the Montreal 
edva,tage toone goal when 
he connected atI~:58 of the 
final period. 
The tie kept he canadiens 
unbeaten record alive with 
six wins and two ties, good 
enouah for first place in the 
Norris Division. The Leafs, 
who have 3-1-2 record, are 
Ued with Cleveland Barons 
for second place in the 
Adams Division. 
--Ro-b-inson opened the 
scoring for the caundiens 
with a powerplay goal at 
8:24 of the first period when 
he beat Toronto goaltender 
Mike Palmateer with a 
b~e~e,  slap shot from the 
Montreal increased its 
lead to 2-0 slightly more 
Shutt completed a three- 
way passing play with 
Jacquss Lomaire and Guy 
Lafleur by heating 
Paimateer high on his stick 
side at 13:43. 
The CanadJens dominated 
play in the opeldng period, 
outshooting Toronto 19-5 
with the L~us getting few 
good scoring chances on 
D~. den. 
The second period was 
scoreless despite the fact 
that the Leafs had a man- 
wer advantage for close 
seven minutes. The 
Canadiens penalty-killing 
unit was outstanding during 
that time, completely 
shutting off the Toronto 
power play. 
The Leafs finally scored 
at 12:58 of the third period 
when Jones took a shot from 
inside the faceoff circle to 
beat Dryden. Jones' goal 
seemed to spark the Leafs, 
who then put the pressure on 
the Canadiens the rest of the 
way before Tu~nbull tied it 
up at 18:36. 
Montreal .outshot the 
Leafs 36.28 before a crowd of 
16,485. Each club was" 








Sellers.urgently needed for the 
Greenpaace "Go Anywhere" 
Christmas lottery. Make 
money, save life. Write or 
I~one, Greenpeace, 2108 West 
Ave., Vancouver, V6K IN6, 
'($04) 736.0321. Get 'Moby.llzed' 
for Life. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
DISCERNING ADULTS. Shop 
dlscrcefly by mail. Send $1.00 
for our latest fully Illustrated 
.catalogue of marital aids for 
~oth ledblS :and ~genflemen ....  
Dired' Action ~' Marketing Inc. 
P.O. Box 3268, Vancouver, B.C. 
VBB 3)(9. 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Steve Vickers, benched just 
two games ago for not 
producing, scored four goam 
tor the second time in his 
career Wednesday night as 
New York Rangers con- 
tianed their home domina-. 
tion of St. Louis with a 6-2 
National Hockey League 
vic~ry over the Blues. 
Vickers scored once in 
each of the first two peflods 
and twice in the thira while 
gosltender Wayne Thomas 
extended his shutout string 
to IU minutes, 28 seconds 
before the Blues Bill 
Fairbaim tallied at 5:55 of~ 
the Udrdpuriod. . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ,~ 
Viekers" first goal came at  
1:04 of the first period as 
Don M~rdech won a faeooff 
shot. Ken Hodge batted in a 
rebound 7½ minutes later 
for a 4-0 lead, then Viekers 
Scored again--this time 
when his 40-foot shot sailed 
over the shoulder of St. 
Louis netminder Ed 
Staniowski at 4:02 of the 
thud W~ed. 
Vichers' fourth goal of the 
game and fifth of the season 
came on a deflection ef a 
v~,,m,,~)wer~l.ay shot bY carol 
It was the seventh loss for 
the Blues in their first eight 
games this season. 
Vickers scored four goals 
two ;yearo ago in a game 
agamst  ~Washington 
CapitaLs. 
Capitals 
minutes left in the game, 
Sharpley Jumped out of the c~ted  to victory, the WashinRton lead to 4-2. 
penalty box, took a pass M~" ~ ~ ~ '~"  ~ ~ ' ~ "  "1  
from Lou Name at centre g | 
Bruimice and skntlld in to l~t  i g O a l i e  Gary ~ D[AL ' - . 'A  T 'P [  ST  i 
Cheerers. 
" ' "  i 
a rash of penalties late in the 
third period. Boston's Terry 
O'Reilly was ejected fo r  
Den[s Morel aflera double- Y:U;ore~d to~ ~: : [ ; : s?  
minor e~.. at 14:54. 
With 2.89 remaining, a 
series of fights broke out ~ £ 
involving Boston's Stan | If you do, don't be blue I 
Jonathan and Brad Park 
against Pirus and Eflk~..on. V We are here to help you • 
A No lob too big or too small 
Fi.omthatfracus, Jonatnan I So won't'you please give us a eall, ~ I received a game mis- 
conduct while Park, Doug 
Hicks of the North Stars and 
i For all your typing requirements i Pirus received major 
penalties, V We, have our own modern ~ ~ 
and fed Vickers for a 1G-fool~ 
shot, starting New York on 
S t a r s  its ~.4th victory with ilLree 
t i .  and one less to St. bouls rout 
here in the 28 games the 
"~1~.  ] ."  teams have played. 
Pat Hickey made it ~0 at F l a m e s  
11:46 and Murdoch fed 
Vickers again in the second ATLANTA (AP) -- Walt 
period for a 20-foot screened McKechnie and Bill Collins Brutus scored goals in the first 73 
R seconds of the second period 
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. ookie tohelp Washington Capitals 
(AP) -- Tim Young and to a 6-2 National Hockey 
Alex Pirus scored first- League victory Wednesday 
peHed goals and Glen night over Atlanta Flames. 
Sharpleyaddedtheelincher wins for MeKechnie'sgoal, tO:31, 
on a breakaway in the third ' broke a I-I tie that had been 
period as Minnesota North Wing created when ' Bob Sirois 
Stars and goalie Pete .  S struck for the first of his two 
LoPresti blanked Boston goals at 9:47 of the first 
Bruins 3-0 Wednesday night 
for their first victory of the 
National Hockey League 
season. 
period against he Flames 
PITTSBURGH (AP) -- gaaltender Dan Bouchard. 
Reed Larson, a rookie from AUanta's John Gould had 
the University of Minnesota, beaten Washington etmin- 
The North Stars had lost made his first National der Gary Smith for the 
their first six games. Hockey League goal a game's opening oal only 32 
Young, who accumulated winner Wednesday night as seconds earlier. 
points for Minnesota s a Detroit Bed Wings ddeatod Collins' , goal followed 
rookie last year, got his Pittsburgh Penguins 4-3. McKechnie sby only 4~ sec- 
second goal of the season in Larson scored the goal onds. Those were the first of 
theflrst-four minutes of the midway through the final four surrendered in the 
@me. He was assisted by period on a.power play. His period by Phil Myre, who 
Jimmy Roberts and rookie shot from me right sine hit took over in the goal for the 
ROn ZanBsl, just called up Pittsburgh goaltender Denis Flames when Bouchard was 
from Fort Worth of the Cen- Herron's glove and dropped knocked own by a shot off 
Iral League. into the net. the stick of Ace Bailey late 
Pirun got his flrst.l;~l of The Penguins had taken a in the first period. Bouchard 
the season midway u~ou~n .2-0 first-peHed lead on goam required 10 stitches to close 
the opening period with by Blair Chapman and a cut below his left eye. 
assists to rookie defen- Brian Spencer. But the Red Gerry Meehan gave the 
ceman Brad Maxwell and Wings came back with three Capitals a 4-11ead at 3:~8 of 
Roland Eriksson. unanswereagcalsbeforethe the second period before 
With less than seven second period was 12 Ray Comeau right came 





Some cornstalks in Cal- 
"ifornla's inland elta farm- 
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5anford and Son 
Sanford and Son 
The Gong Show 





























FEATURiNG THIS WEE K 
:, ,¢:J 
/g÷" I)EPENI)ABLE 
R,:,  o, :n, ,u, , :  
PRODUCTS 
GORDON & ANDERSON 
LTD. , 
Hours: Tues. to Sat. 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m, Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.n 
. . . . . . . . .  t 
PAGE ~ THE HERALD,  Th, ursday, October 27, 1977 
The Wizard of Id 
l,?o  c l Sleeve Interest 
by Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
Hagar the Horrible 
~ l rr'e k /~LV, ee~'rL.~ .eU~vi 
I FoR T~lo~E occ~to~L,  I 
I P~SCO/~FoR'~ T~iAT OFTE~ I 
B.C. 
WHAT ~ Y'oUT'HIMK I 'D  Lct : :~ 
LJKP_.. IN A C)~t~HY ' HAMdl.t. 
HAIP.g.UT .P J •  
by Dik Browne 
by Johnny Hart 
~SFY' ~ IN 
Breezy or balmy-this jacket 
is ideal for all days. 
Openwork pineapples add 
s'ee-thru charm to a jacket that 
teams with brief or no.sleeve 
fashions. Crochet of 3-ply fin- 
gering yarn. Pattern 538: sizes 
12.18; 38-44 included. 
$1.25 for each pattern - cash, 
cheque or money order. Add 
25¢ each pattern for first- 
class mail and handling. Send 
to: Laura Wheeler, Needlecraft 
Dept., (insert name of your 
paper), Address (Ont. residents 
add 9~ sales tax). Print plainly 
Pattern Number, Your Name, 
Address. 
SUPER VALUE-1978 NEEDLE- 
CRAR catalog. 225 designs 
to choose from, 3 free inside. 
All crafts, Knit, Crochet ...... 75¢ 
Easy Gilts 'n' Ornaments..$1,50 
Pillow Show.Offs .......... $1.50 
Stuff 'n' Puff Quilts ....... $1.25 
Stitch'n' Patch Quills ..... $1.25 
Crochet with Squares ...... $1.00 
Crochet a Wardrobe ........ $L00 
Bath Nifties! 
Add charm to a guest room 
or bathroom with novelties. 
"Clever bride or hostess gifts, 
bazaar sellers! Crochet frog 
soap holder, tissue box and 
paper cover of rug yarn in two 
colors• Pattern 506: easy- 
to-follow directions. 
$|.25 for each pattern - cash, 
cheque or money order. Add 
25¢ each pattern for first- 
class mail and handling. Send 
Is: tam Wheehr, Needlecraft 
Dept., (insert name of F)ur 
~ Address (Ont reddents 
u.tes m). Pdnt plaint), 
Pattern number, Your Name, 
Addres~ 
SUPER VALUE-1978 NEEDLE- 
CRAFT catalog. 225 designs 
to choose from, 3 free inside. 
All crafts, Knit, Crochet...,; .75~ 
piF.P.~llYll Gifts 'n' Ornaments..$1.50 
ow Show.Offs .......... $1.50 
Stuff 'n' Puff Quilts ....... $1.25 
Stitch 'n' Patch Quilts ..... $1.25 
Crochet with Squares ...... $1.00 
Crochet a Wardmk ........ $1.00 
Dentist Could Solve 
Her Kissing Problem 
By Ab iga i l  Van Buren 
© 1977 by Tile Chicago Trlbune.N.Y.News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I can't sign my name because I don't want 
to humiliate my husband, but I need some suggestions. 
We've been married for 20 years and have a lovely, 
family. We've had our Ups and downs, but the biggest 
problem now is my husband's refusal to brush his teeth. 
It's repulsive. 
He'e a heavy smoker, which doesn't help his breath any, 
and he's always having problems with sore gums. He 
hasn't been to a dentist in years, and his teeth are rotting 
away. 
His breath has gotten so bad lately that I told him I had a 
sore throat and he could kiss me only on the cheek. Now 
he~s complaining that I've bad the longest "sore throat" in 
history, and he's stopped kissing me altogether. 
I love my husband and would like to kiss him, but that 
terrible breath turns me off. 
FEELING GUILTY 
DEAR FEELING: Hyeu could drag him to a dentist, rd  
be all for It. But a grown man who refuses to clean up his 
act doesn't deserve to be kissed on the ilps, so don't feel 
guilty. 
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend stood me up last night. He 
didn't call me before work this morning to explain, and 
when I called him later, he got mad at me for being mad 
at him for standing me up. He said I should have 
"understood." 
Tell me, what are the ethics in such a situation? 
STOOD UP 
DEAR STOOD UP: Your boyfriend has learned that the 
best defense is a strong offense. It's bad enough that he 
stood you up, but if you could reach him by phone later, he 
could have reached you by phone to explain. 
Lose him, unless you are prepared to "understand" a lot 
of other things you can't understand. 
Nifty Fi~ Quills ........... $1.00 Nifl~ Fifty Quilts ........... $1.00 DEAR ABBY: A lady with whom I was well acquainted 
/O.Z7 ~ Ripple Crochet ............ $1.00 Ripple Crochet ............ $1.00 passed away last week after a lingering illness. Her family 
sew & Knit Book .......... $1.25 Sew & Knit Book .......... $1.25 was well aware of the hopelessness of her condition. The 
Needlepoint Book ......... $1.00 Needlepoint Book ......... $1.00 
Rower Crouhet Book ....... $1.00 Rower Crocbet Book ....... $1.00 day after her death, her two teenage daughters were back Catfish by R g B l ie  Hairpin Crochet Book ...... $1.~ HeirpingmchetBook ...... $1.00 in so hool going about their business as usual, without o o n Instant Crochet Book ...... $1.00 Instant Crochet B0ok...:..$1.00 showing signs of their loss or sorrow in any way. 
Instant Macrame Bouk....$1.00 Instant Macrame Book....$1.00 Their friends and teachers were shocked at this 
Instant Money Book ....... $1.00 Instant Money Book ....... $1.00 apparent lack of feeling. Am I wrong to feel that, out of 
F '~ '~"  " "~ '~ V _~, . _  " " ~~' : ) "~ ~ - ' ~ J ~  ~ 0 ~ ' ~ ~  ~ C ~  ~ ( ~ 1 ~  '" ~ I Complete Gilt B ° ° k ~  / ........ $1.00 ~mplete Gilt B0a ........ $1.00 respect to tbeir mother's memory, they should have stayed 
j .,; H~ ~ z  0~- - -  ~'1 "~t Complete Afghans #14..,,$1.00 Complete Afghans #14....$1.00 at home for the one day between her death and her 
Book o116 Quilts #1 ......... 75¢ Book of 16 qui~//1 ~.~ ...... 7~ 
~ L ~  ~I~' -L~ - ' . "  " - '  I "  ' - e~'m'~ '1  12 Prize Afgham #12 ........ 7Sd 12 Pdze Mgbens #12 ........ 75~ funeral?• 
l .., ~ ~ ' 9 / Museum Quilt Book #2 ...... 75¢ Museum qUln u~ wz ...... ,~" OLD-FASHIONED 
F ~ ~  : |//. ~,xx~d/b, . , ~) - - : ~ ~  ~ '! I 15 Quilb for To~Iy//3 ....... 7.  l,~ ~uilts for Todly #3 ....... 7~ DEAR OLD-FASHIONED: How other people handle Book of 16 Jiffy Rugs ........ 75# Book of 16 Jiffy Rop ........ 7~! 
n n their grief and react to their losses is a very personal 
matter. Judge not, lest ye be judged. 
- ~ For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding," 
" " ' hdividu  C==l i ! .9 , l ? .P leusene losea loug .  sell.addressed, st .mped 
L ~-- ~ "~[~'~" ~ ~ ::~ (m ~ "~ - l .... ~ ~Y0ur - -  ,..,,.v.,.. 
""~--~-=---- ~ ~ ,1~ "~- l r  ~ _  
Boner's Ark  by Addi ' son  - -  Fra==s Drake "~ ~" ~ 
~oo A '~oo~A~P g~eE - 140 
~ ~ ~  IF ~Va TOLO VOU OI4CE, Z'<IE ToL~ 
Doonesbury 
f 
by Gary Trudeau 
1 i i i 
I I A/.~o~. o/~ovr l  
FUNKY ~/~ ~ I I I w//r~e ~o# 7~ sT"#/I- I Z.4e, a ~Ol.~V. I ~IP,~/ 
m~-~om ~s/~ A~ I I I eOl#~? 7v, vAc~ssl . r~vTo ,v~ 0#.. I [ i -~o~ ~OT5 _0~ 
The Amazing Spider-man 
~.\~ IT',,~ THB BLIRC-d.AR _~IF Z NA~ 
b'TUOIO i LINCLE 
FOR THUP, EDAY, 
OCTOBER 27.1977 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
A period of adjustment. Profit 
by experience and study the 
methods of successful person. 
Make moves designed to 
enhance production, insure 
gains. 
TAURUS U~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Mixed influences. Check 
impulsive comments, action. 
You could step into trouble with 
little effort through wrong or 
heedless tactics. 
GEmm zr~ 
(May 22 to June 9.1) 
A day calling for your best 
judgment. You could cause 
unnecessary  misun-  
derstandings by involving 
yourself in the affairs of others. 
Don't underestimate the 
competition, either. 
cANc~.. O¢~ 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Emphasize your stobllity. 
Many will look to you for sup. 
port and guidance. Without 
overtaxing yourself, give help 
wherever you can. 
LEO 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) d6~l~.  
Mixed planetary influences. 
Good opportunities for ad- 
vancement abound in your area 
but you may have to search 
them out yourself. Personal 
interests highly favored. v=ao 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Workaday routine may seem 
more tedious than usual, but 
evening activities will more 
than make up for it. Look for 
exceptionally stimulating hours 
with highly congenial com- 
panions. 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
Be alert to deceptive 
elements now. Even your 
closest friends may be telling 
you only half the story. Here's 
where your innate per- 
ceptivmes and intuition can be 
of great help. 
sco~m m,,~ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
This day will he a far better 
one than you may anticipate at 
first, Be enthusiastic, but not 
hurried; resolute, but not ob. 
stinate. You have much to gain. 
SAGrrrAR~s ~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ~['P" 
Group activity highly 
favored. Stars indicate that now 
isthe time for you te make some 
exdttng new contacts. 
,(Dec. 22 ~ Jan. 2O) 
Give careful thought to 
fimmdal affairs -- not rely 
buslne.~-wise but where your 
personal budget is concerned. 
Don't let mere whim direct your 
pl~ases. 
AQUARIUS .~=~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Quite unexpectedly you may 
find the solution to a difficult 
probleml Another's casual 
wards could put you on the right 
track. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Present conditions may not 
warrant the expansion you have 
in miml. Go slow ff conservative 
opposition arises. 
YOU BORN TODAY have an 
understanding nature, an 
analytical mind, are driven by a 
motivating force of extreme 
idealism. You are religious at 
heart yet may be highly un- 
conventional nd unorthodox in 
your behavior at times, 
Unusually versatile, there are 
many fields in which you could 
succeed but, most notably, in 
art, literature and psychology; 
also in tbe law, the theater or as 
a top.flight business executive. 
You are stongly attracted to 
beth music and poetry and may 
adopt either an an avocation. 
Blrtlidate of: Theodore 
Roosevelt, 26th U.S. Pres.; 
Dylan Thomas, Welsh poet. 
Marsh World 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
CARRYING CAPACITY -- As a measure of water- 
fowl habitat quality, "carrying capac:ity" defines 
the maximum number of waterfowl which can 
be SUl~ported in a given area during a given time 
period (usually the breeding season). Carrying 
capacity, however, depends on many variables 
including limitations of food and nest cover, rela- 
tive location of wetlands, interactions between 
birds, and the effects of the birds themselves on 
their environment. By improving one or more of 
these elements, man can often increase the carry- 
ing capacity, thus promoting conservation of the 
resource. . ~ 
152 - 75 ,'" 
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MR.  DRESSUP 
'Some Days Everthlng Goes 
Wroog.Some days things can go 2 
wi'oog but everthlng turns out to 
be happy when Poco comes to _~_~..~us _T,'~_.,f 
visit with Mr. Dressup, Casey 
and FInnegan. 
VISION ON 
'Glass'.The future for 5ylveste 
Is not all it seems In Pat's 
crystal bell. Tony's ingenious 
painting on glass doesn't please 
the Burbles and the Professor 
recleves the biggest fan leffer 
ever. 
MOVIE MATINEE 
"Genesis 11,".A 20th Century 
space scientist Is buried alive In 
a natural Waster and 
~llscovered by other scientists In 
the 22nd Century. 
the late show 11 
"Dark at the Top of the Stairs" 
0klaherha family In the 1920's... 
with each member having a 
problem. Stars Robert Preston, 
Eve Arden, Dorothy MrcGulre. 
EPIC THAT NEVER WAS 
An'analysis of director Josof 
Yon Sternberg's ill.fated 1937 
ventureto bring the novel ' l  
Claudius" to the screen. 
BEST OF FAMILIES 
Set against the back.drop of 
New York City in 1800 where 
turbulent events radically alter 
the li ,yea of 3 families. 
womantime 
'chlldblrthlng'.'Suzanne Arms, 
the author of ' Immaculate 
Deception', a book criticizing 
American methods of blrlh, 
speaks fo an edvoc.ate of 
mldwlfory. 
MOVIE 
"El Condor"- An escaped chain 
gang convict and an Apache 
white leader during the Civil 
War head for Mexico. They 
play to tune-a million dollars In 
gold bars. Stars Jim Brown, 
Lee Van Cleat, Patrick O'Nesl, 
MarlanB Hill. 
rossttl and ryan 
A team of lawyers; Joseph 
Rosett l  (Tony  Rober ts )  
brilliant, egoeflstlcal, upper. 
middle class, and Frank 
Ryan(Squlre Frldell), a former 
cop who studied law In night 
school, take on difficult and 
some times bizarre cases In this 
comedy mystery series. 
LATE MOVIE 
"Visions"Clairvoyant professor 
warns skeptical Denver police 
that he ~ts had mental images 
of someone planting explosive 
devices only to come under 
suspicion himself. Stars Telly 
Savalas. 
THE YOUNG CHEF5 
'Milk-How to make a white 
salce; Karlm cooks a Mornay 
sauce; Lisa's white sauce 
becomes a green sauce; adding' 
Feas and harded boiled eggs" to 
each sauce; everbody tastes 
each other's dish. 
BIG HAWAII 
• 'Yesterdays"-When Mitch 
yearns to go to the surfing finals 
with pro.surfers Terry Manhoff 
and Kay Straflon, his father 
advises him that living the past 
is just another way of dying. 
movie matinee 
"Columbo: Double Shock". 
Martin I.uendau guest stars In a 
dual role as twin brother 
suspected of murdering thelr 
wealthy uncle. 
FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE 
"Go Ask *Alice;;-Lengthy 
struggle of a teen-ago girl to 
overcome her addiction to 
drugs. Stars William Shanter, 
Julle Adams, Andy Grlffith. 
";~-'--~. OF FC~-TdNE 
TO SAY THE t m_~JT 
THE GONG ~ 
DA~t3 OF OUR LIVES 
THE ___~_v_~_~OES 
ANOTHER WORLD 
1HE 30,,,~ *~'v/,~v';= 
"el Cmd~r" 
THE :¢.--~,,..y~._n GAME 
SEATTLE TONIGHT 
MARCH ~_~.u~_ p~ 
3&6 
. IN I~___w4 
B.C. S4:t~v"'S 
MR. DR~---Sc'JP 
£ R',,_ .~,~_ STD_tlrr 
BOB/lt~ I, _l~_ SHOW 
I -nR.~---AM OF JEANNIE . 
RYAN'S HOPlE 





FU~- - -  
. . . .  ..u*~-m.jS ..~'.y TYLER . . . .  
j~,,,~e AT 15 
EIGHT IS ENOUGH 
114E ~__~__m~__ mjp_qETr 
SHOW 
ROOTS 
.THE FNW I.Y 
THE NATIONAL 
MINUTES UVlE 
pnu=.q-rl AND RYAN 

























Nt'T OF ~NG 
JEAN ¢A~;;=P SHOW 
um~iNITiON 
~. . , * 'S  YOGA 
IT'S YOUR MOVE 
NOON Nk%~ HOUR 
,'p,qoV1E: 
,,nm~ds I I" 
Ahv"i-dER~RLD 
NAN H~tEL SHOW 
SAhF~u AND SON 
THE GON~ SHOW 
NEWS 
.9 
~.~Fe~z_NO r,,m NATION 
I M ~ , . , ~  
WLi~i¢  C~'.~" "..."=Y 
SPI;.~;~3 :;,,mqES 
MEASURE UP 
AS WE SlEE IT 
M IS FOR .~Y.-~-!C 
ART STARTS 
THE .u:-.C-._~ SHOP 
, -~ CENTS V,{n~ ,--,~ 
THE ~"_.~_.~ EXPERIENCE 
ONCE ~G~l A CLASSIC' 
7 : 00 FUNNY FARM THE -u.ACNEIL'LEHRER 
, REPORT 
7:30  .WON~ WOMAN NO ~)HESTt-Y __  
8: 00 emC THAT 
• 8 :30  FISH" NEVER WAS 
9:00 ¢~mm COU~T 8E.'n" OF 
9: 30 ~ REV.~,, F~LIES 
10:00 u0mu~ Ru~ 
I0:3~ 
11:00 c lv  Nk'WS ~G{ cA~,u'i v sNGw 
11:30 wm~un'mm 
12:00 THE LMTE S;,~',,~ i.A~ MO~m 
"D~rk M 1~ TOp ~ the ,,I/'n.~ "~ 
S~i~rs  ,#  
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
~]  ~(~ ~z~j (~ ~ Morgan Freeman tries to raturn 
a huge "iV set in today's skit on 
the sight word " i f" .  
QUINCY ZOOM 
Jack Klugman stars in the title Presenfed by children the show 
role as the restless 'Los Angeles looks at kids from all parts of 
the country to help us learn 
medical examiner whose about ourselves throught each 
patho logy"  Invest igat ion  
frequently take him Into the other. 




WHEEl. OF FORTUNE 
KNO~OUT 
10 SAY THE LEAST ' 
" THE Gelid SNOW 
HOU.,r,~OO SQUARES 




THE S o'a.OCK MOYIB 
"A Patch of BItW' 
THE NEYA.YWF.D GAME 
NEWS 
SEAI"ll.E TONIGHT 
, I~YWOOO SQUARES 
BOB HOPE SHOW 




THE TONIGHT SHOW 
~IDNIGHT SPECIAL' 
CROKETT'S GARDEN 
Jim visits some experimentel 
growing flleds at Wagenlngea, 
Holland and demonstrates 






B O B J  SHOW 
I OkEAM OF JEANNIE 
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
RYAN'SHOPE 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
TAKE THIRTY 
CELEIIRIlrY COOKS. 








THE LATE SHOW 1 MOVIE 
"Queen of the Stardust "A Patch of Blue"- A young 
Ballroom". A suddenly Negro businessman befriends a 
widowed Bronx housewife's 18.year~ld bllng girl. She falls 
empty life takes on a new In love with him but he con. 
meaning when she discovers a vinces her she needs the aid of a 
local dance hall. Stars Michael school ends better environment 
Brandon. than she has at home. Stars 
NIGHT MARE THEATRE 1 
"The Oblong Box"- A man 
affl loated with a tropical 
disease that leads to madness 
seeks treament from a witch 
doctor. 









FRIDAY AFTER SCHOOl. 4:30 
FUNSmNES 5:00 
5:30 MARY TYLER MOORE 
HOURGLASS 6:00 
6:30 
SAN PSONOBUNS 7:00 
7:30 













I I  :00  
11:30 
12:00 
ART OF COOKING 
JOYCE DAVlBSON SHOW 
JEAN CANNEM SHOW 
DEFINITION 
KAREENS YOGA 
IT'S YOUR MOVE 





ALAN HAMBL SHOW 
SAHFORD AND SON 
TI4E GQNG SHQW 
ARE YOU BEING SERVED 
SKATE CANADA 
OPERATION PETtiCOAT 
DENNY AND MARIE 
FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE 
"Go Ask Alice" 
QUINCY 
¢TY NEWS 
NEI~J HOUR FINAL 
THe ~TR SHOW 
"Cl~en of the Stardust 
Ballroom" 
Sidney Poltler, Shelley Winters, 
Elizabeth Hsrtman, Wallace 
Ford, Ivan Dixon, Elizabeth 
Fraser. 
VTR 
Continue on Ell Noyes: won- 
derful electronic [ourney as this 
award.winning master of 






TWO amlS WORTH 
Am'CART 





BREAD AND BUT. 
MAKING NUSIC 
NINE'S JOURNAl. 









WALL STREET WEEK i 
MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
'OICKENS OF LONDON' 
mm~m S~A 
DI(:K CAVETT SHOW 
VTR . . ,  
\ ,  
i 
PEANUTS AND PopCORN 
Film feature Is Captain Kerda, 
,made In Czechoslovakia bout 
Peplk, a little boy who makes 
the acquaintance of Korda the 
hospital dispatcher. Korda 
becomes the father Peplk 
doesn't have and the film Is 
about Peplk'a struggles to live 
with Fords and his family. 
space 1999 
"The Black Sun'-The runaway 
moon Is being sucked Into a 
whirlpool •like phenomenon of 
apace which devours 
eyerythlng: light, time, 
space...and, metier. 
NHL HOCKEY 
The Colorado Rookies meet'the 
vancouver Canucks at Van. 
couver. 
CFL FOOTBALL 
The Hamilton Tiger-Catu face h 
Nontreal Alouettes In Olympic 
Stadium in Montreal. 
AUCTION ';7 
Live-the first of eight super. 
charges days of fundralslng for 
KCTS 9's operation and 
production expenses. Viewers 
simply need only to bid over the 
phones on thousands of Items 
fromevery price range and 
highest bid is always a bargain. 
ACAD. PERFORMANCE 
"Monte Wolsh".Lea Marvin, 
2 
NEW ARCHIES ANt 
i AN IHE OREATMS 
._ _I~r~R~U~N. EXPRIm 






SAY. NI~IT AT MOVIES 
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p~"  
PEAm~ m ~ 
I 
m~.v /M, J .~ l r  
i 
MISSION IIV~ POSlliI.E 




OHE iDAY AT A T iNt  
ct~rARD~PIE 












l, mn-s ~ - 









, I HVrrA'irl0N~ IFtt~CAP 
vaOat wom,o oi~ f tmm 
N.L s'rAR wRm'mm 
SKATIE CAHADA 
ARE YOU BEING SERVMO 
, ~ ,  
THE S 'Mm FAMilY 
111B BIONIC WOMAN 
ACAD. P l E ~  
I 




R01.F H~imS SHOW 
THE LATli SHOW I 
"MKIIII I l l  ~ MI I r '  













I I :0Q 
11:30 
13:00 
me.A~aW. ;•  "c rv .~ 
" rNEW$ H~R FINAl. 
MllAtOAY DOUU 
FIMTUIUE: 
SlEMMB S l l t l~  " 
m C I ~ F  




stars a tough couwboy who finds 
that his life style clashes with I slrARMOVlB ~ 11Vr' - , 
that of the new era where all of ~ " " - " ' 
amshunnedeaobsolete. ,thevutlges°f'thenldwlldwest' t e let. show " " Fathem learn THEATRE I . .oo .o  
,Th '  Th.if"-Comm unlst spy • . . . .  im iw j  I~  rM,oc .  
steals a tomic  secrets, then of life and love 
suffers tortures of conscience. 
(No dialogue)musical score '. • , 
and beck ground effects only. BOSTON (AP) - - . :  You ve,, got to pay at- ~-: .~ .  
Stars Ray MIIland, Rite Cam, Divorced men who keep tenUon . • . 
emtod of their ch i ld ren  At- ~e same meeting, ! I ] L  H,dden somewhere  in the  ads i 
A~ertln'Gabo,... f lnd"~t~ ' are more . ap -  ~Fe ln ,  a.psyebologLs, ~ ,n" .the enterta,nment"  sectionsect,on ' I 
THE LATE SHOW1 l~,tl]Jl)g to women as a from Harvard University 
"'Nh:Caho and Mrs. MIIler-A resu]t, a ' ]~ton .  Mad/eel School and Mclean " 1 ,, are two Terrace phone numbers gambler and a madam Opm a i~cho log is t  said Saturday. Hospital, sa ida  newpe~ed ~ . . . .  le number.s. J brotheland gaming he,. In a ~.e.yfelttbe.y.weremore o~ fa..t.ber~ .~ beqi.~g, !m % Find them, and if one is yours you'w won ~' 
'frentlerminingtown. FIImedln appesJmg to women requL,-l~g a closer, loo~ .a~ : . . : . . . .  . . . .  . 
British Columbia. Stare b~l t l se  they showed they  goven~mentDoHcles atom so - . .~  ;PICK up your  tICKeTS aT ~Tlle r lera lo  oHice, 
Warren Beatty, Julle Christie. cared fo r  their chil .c~n," . cJa] ])olicJes to SU]L)port the & 3212 :KaJum St. 
said Dr. Harry e~esp.e(, a growing inmres~ oz men in ~ . . . . . .  • _ _ _ ~". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SAT. NIGHT AT MOVIES ' research c0.db~tor of a caring for their children, a~) , ,~ .  " ~m) . .~m) /  . , ,  ~. 
• 'Monte Walsh".Lce Marvin study of divorced, fatbem He said families in the - i~ .£ f .~d~ j ~ , ~  / ~  
etarsas a tough cowboy who conducLedby the sociology .future wi l l  need more : " ' " "  . . . . . . .  " "  ""  
finds that his life style clashes dei?artment of Brandeis flexible time sebedules from . ,  
with that of a new era where all ~-~*  University. ' em oyers to accomodate . 
the vestlges of the old wlld west "They said Women to ld .  fati~le(ring. 4730 LAKELSE AVE.  PHONE 638.8111 
are shunned as obsolete, them, 'You pay more at- ' 
FIVE STAR MOVie tenUon to me, ' "  Keshet • • SHOWING AT 8 P.M. " 
-Klute':Dstectlve arrives In repo~aboutas tudyo~129 _ . . _ 
" .new York searching for a dJ~,,oreed me,  with children /~ ,~w,~,~e,~  October 29 
missing friend and gets In- aged between t/nee and " " " r ~ " T  ~ m~ r~.~.  n,  
volved with a pathetic call~;irl seven. He spoke at a semi. q l ~  ~ ~ ne ~amg ~'~ce 
who Is trylng to break out of her par on.New Perspectives in 
sorromdlngs. When her life Is Fathering at  Wheelock October 30.Novemberl 
endangered he helps ferret out Cottage here, .~  , 
the murderer. Stars Jane "That's no ~twprise. When ~ , ~ , e ~ , ,  • 
Fends, Donald Sutherland, you look  after  young 7 ~-~7- -  
Charles Cloffl, Roy Schelder. chldren, you can't lead your 
- -  newspapeT in the traditional ,a~Al~,_._ ~._.~ 
"Silence makes no mistakes." manner while your kids are • ~er4~/ ' , . . -~~ 
• French proverb demanding your attention. ~4"~:~I i / .~P ._~, r~_  
• • , . ! ' 
t 
I " - '  ;0 , ; . ; . - - -  II °"  !,. 
Ii : TEU lOE LITTLE TH|ATRE . |1  xts t~o to can yo~ 
• • Iron an "~ ov  / 11  Welcome Wagon hoste~,  
I ~ h / ~ :  . . . . .  I J  EVELYN ANWEILER 
,~,:.. 
. .  ' . '  . / . '  
• , . , 
Even Angels  E~t Beans 
Novem beT 2 -5  
The Ten Commandments  . . 
MATINEE October  29  
• Tammy Tell Me True 
7 & 9 P.M. NIGHTLY 
9 P.M. 
October  29 '  
The Other Side of the Mountain 
October  30-1  . ' i ' ' " 
• - i WHIFF  . 
• November ,2 -5 .  , : i~ 
: ,Gone  n::60 Seconds;:::: : 
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WORLD OF DISNEY 
"Hal loween Hall O'Fame"- 
Comedian Jonathan Winters 
gleefully romps through the 
Disney Studios prop room 
creating hi lar iously absurd 
characters and situation. A 
debate With • pumkin about 
Halloween takes place:.  
I l lustrating claslc • Disney 
cartoons: LONESOME Ghosts, 
Tr lck .or Treat, Pluto's 
Judgement Day, and The 
Legend of Sleepy Hollow. 
THE BEACHCOMBERS 
"Skeleton Inl the Closet'-Hugh, 
Margaret and Sara are 
stranded over ' night in ~a 
haunted house. 
RHODA 
" Ida Works Our'-Ida 
Morgenstern wants to buy her 
husband a waterbed for thelr 
anniversary and needs a part. 
time job to pay for it. 
king of kensington 
• "The Boller".King's boiler Is 
not working and the entire 
family is freezing. 
SIDE STREET • 
"Eighteen Hours 1o KIIl"-Raltt 
and Olsen find themselves up 
against a compllated string of 
terrorist bombings in this story 




"How Awful About A l lan"-  
Young man suffering from 
ps'ychosomatlc bllndnes,, 
returns home after 8 motnhs 
hopeful that the presence of his 
sister and girlfriend will restore 
his sight. Stars Tony Perkins, 
Julie Harris, Joan Hacker,. 
THE LATE SHOW 
• 'Fall of the Roman Empire'- 
. .  




SUNDAY MOVIE ,, 
",'11~ ~'eung #hllldlll]l~m 
I 
SPECIAL 
MEET THE PRESS 
NEWS 
THIS IS THE NFL 
WONDERFUL WORLD OF 
DISNEY 
THE BIG EVENT 
"Hallov~m ~ the Addams 
Family" 
BIG EVENT 2 
"Psychic Ptleflomena: Ex. 
plmng tt~ Unison', 
NEWSERVICE 
FIVE STAR MOVIE 
"In Cold Bl~d, 
i 
3&6 4 9 
WILD KINGDO~ 





REACH FOR THE TOP 
WORLD OF DISNEY 
THE BEACltCOMBERS 
R~ODA 
KING OF KENSINGTON 
SIDE STRP.I: ! 
MARKET PLACE 
THE NAI~  BUSINES~ 
HIGHT FINAL 
LATE SltOW 



































DAY OF DISCOVERY 
IT IS wRn'rEN 










PROV. LOTTERY DRAW 
SKATE CANADA 




NL~S HOUR FINAL 
T 
THE LATE SNOW I 
-rail el Its Ram Empire" 
SESAME mEET 
i 
THE AMERICAN HOUSE 










In the education of their han- supercharges days of fund 
The licentious son of Marcus 
Aurelius arranges for his rebellion In the East. Stars Education Process'-Par~ts AUCTION "T? and produce, Ion expenses. 
father's murder and takes over Sophia Loren, Alec Gulnness. are presented as case managers Llve-.The second of elgh Just dial 464. 1111 
and treachery and faces• "Parent Participation In the' dlcapped child. raisin for KCTS 9'a operation 
Filling the gap with fascinating things 
A Canadian book for children is archaeologist n Ontario, a golden boy 
selling more than fifty thousand -.in Manitoba and some stars of a 
copies a year. The book, the Canadian rodeo for kids in British Columbia. 
Children's Annual, is 'a large and But the most extraordinary thing 
colourful collection of stories and about the Canadian Children's 
articles written and illustrated by Annual 1978 is that there are sixty . 
Canadian authors and artists from thousand copies in print! "There are 
coast to coast. Robert F. Nielsen of only two reasons why an unknown 
Hamilton, Ontario, is the'editor of the person like myself with a little 
annual, and also president of Potlatch publishing house in Hamilton would 
Publications, its publisher. "Trad- order sixty thousand copies of a 
book," says Nielsen. "Either because 
itionally a book that sells five he is crazy, or because he intends to 
thousand copies is considered a best- sell every one of them. In my 
seller in this country," says Nielsen• case, it is probably a little of both. 
"That makes the Canadian Children's Besides, I did manage to sell fifty 
Annual a best-selling book ten times thousand copie~ ofthelast one!" 
over." Four editions of the Canadian 
Nielsen got the idea for the Children's Annual are not the only 
Canadian Children's Annual while publications •from Potlatch. Nielsen 
visiting England. "Annuals are big started the company with his own 
business over there," he 'claims• biography of former football great 
"And Ithink they are a big reason for Garney Henley. Other Potlatch books 
the English being such avid readers• include Canada's Monsters, which 
• English children discover from their gre~v out of a manuscript submitted 
annuals that reading can be fun. This for the annual, and a pair of highly 
is something ! failed to find out successful cartoonbooks. 
growing up in Canada, so I decided to Nielsen believes that the Canadian 
introduce the tradition of the annual Children's Annual has filled "a gal) a 
into thiscountry." mile wide" in the Canadian book 
market. "There was not a good 
This Canadian "tradition" is now general book for children, one that 
four years 91d, marked by the recent would appeal to a vast spectrum of 
publication of the Canadian Child- sensibilities and interests, one that 
ren s Annual1978. The new edition is would serve to instruct in a 
highlighted by a fine cover painting delightful fashion and to convince a 
by current superstar of the Canadian kid that reading is great fun! For the 
art world Ken Danby. Inside, the book most part the critics have said nice 
is notable for an abundance of things about the annuals, but last 
fuli.colour, year Lorne Par, on of The Vancouver 
Another feature of the Canadian Province finally hit the nail on the 
Children's Annual for 1978 is the head when he wrote that the books 
Work of three young comic strip are 'jammed with fascinating things 
artists, each of whom has created a guaranteed to keep a child occupied 
superb science-fiction adventure, long after the jazzy thin books have 
There is a brand new tale by one of been read, re-read and shelved'." 
Canada's best-loved writers for The Canad!an Children's Annual 
children, Christie Harris. Fascinating 1978 is available from booksellers 
articles take the young reader on throughout Canada. The paperback 
trip across Canada to meet : edition cests|4.95andthehardcover 
giantess in Nova Scotia, an version is ~l~8.95. 
t 4 .~)  u t ~ ,  k4~t~t r t  t . J ,  k J . t  4 ,4 ;E J .~ . I .4L IL  t A t L ~ I~wt~ L t~t l  ~t t6  
publication of the Canadian Cl~ldren's Annul  1978. Dmmby's latest painting 
"Guelph Carousel" is featured on the eover. With Danby am Robert F. 
Nielsen, editor and publisher of the best-selling ~ of boom, ud  
Nielsen's daughter Marina. 
,:. ~o 
i" 















Having friends in for a 
late evening snack? Serve 
these delicious and eye- 
catching B.C. Apple-Ham 
Kabobs for a special treat. 
1:1/2 pounds cooked cubed 
ham 
2 B.C. Red Delicious apples, 
diced 
2 B.C. Golden Delicious 
apples, diced 
1 large green pel)per, cut in- 
to pieces 
3/4 cup thawed orange con- 
centrate 
1/4 cup brown sugar 
Combine the orange 
concentrate with brown 
sugar to make glaze. 
Place ham, apples, and 
green pepper on skewers. 
Coat with glaze. Grill, turn- 
ing to insure even cooking. 
Serve with crackers and 
• cheese. Makes 6. 
Tempting new treats 
with 'B.C.' Apples--in a 16. 
page, new Recipe Book. For 
your copy, send 25(: to:  
B.C. Apple Recipe 
Book, 
B.C. Tree Fruits Lim- 
ited, 
Kelowna, B.C. VIY 7N6 
THE CHANGE 
~. ,=~,  o , .o° .  
BREAKFAST - TUES. - FRL  - 7AM- II~AM 
DINNER - TUES.  - FRI .  - 5PM-10PM 
.SAT. & SUN. - BREAKFAST,  LUNCH & DIN- 
N E R IOAM-IOPM 
:(INTERNATIONAL) CLOSEDMONDAY (CUISINE) 
KALUM MOTEL, 




• 624-2621 or 624-3359 
l i t  I~ ,  W. at 6th St, 
"PROBABLY THE BEST" 
CHA R-BROIL ED S TEA KS 
4736 Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
. ]~ . ]~ ~u~ 
63S-5531 
Char-Broiled Steak $ 2.99 
Including: BAKED POTATO • 
CHOICE OF SALADS and 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST 
King.Size Steak Dinner 4;99' 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner $ 4,99 
steak & Shrimp Combo $ 4.39' 
.WE MAKE 
~. LOT OF THINGS BE~'TER 
~' Bruce & Debbie 
Carruthers 
"-4343 LAKELSE AVENUE 
635-7100 
OUT ORDERS wELCOME 
sannman IHHI.. 
KAMLOOPS 
Only four blocks from 
downtown. Banquet 
Pools, Sauna,. Room to seat 100. 
Kitchenettes 5S0 Columbia St. 
Sound Proof (cO4) s74.121e 
Rooms 
I .  4 I0.'l~lll0,'l 
" '  BAOK BY POPULAR 
DEMAND!. 
e0g,  • 
WOLLOOGHBY 
APPEARINg HIEIITLY 









DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
HECTORS 
INTERNATIONAL CUISIH E 
NON-SAT. 5 PM - 11 PM 




<BIflE~£ 8, CANADIAN FOOD 
I Jumbo Shrimp Dinner $ 2.99 
, ~ .  . , 'o.o:;::o:O:vsau", ' 
Chopped Beef Dinner $1,59 I "~1b~~--~.~1)635 9151 I . P Sunday B 
• P -  ' V " m I TheMikeburger 635-4693 $1.39 I illl/,,,,,.,,,.I 6ss 6111 i 
I ,, o.. .... ,°,~0°.,.=,. . ......... , I ~ Terrace, B,IL I 4642 Lazelle West:of CFTK I 
i l  
A 
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superspeclal 
" Johnny wayne and frank 
Shueter"- Host a comedy 
Supersps¢lai this week 
featwing skits celled The Guelt 
Stranger, Simulated Vacations 
and several takeoffs on well 
known commerdols. 
MAN ALIVE 
"The Doctor and the Soul'.In a 
lively Interview with host Roy 
8onlsteel, Yikto Frankl 
renowned Viennese psychiatrist 
and author, speaks about the 
mast profound problem af 
modern times-the search for 
personal meaning of life. 
MOVIE MATINEE 
"Day of the Jacksl"-Part One. 
The Jackal is an InternatlenaI 
centracat ki l ler  for whom 
psl l t lcsl  assassination has 
become an art. He is hired by 
the gAS to kill Charles De 
Gaulle. Strm Edward Fox. 
"Parent Parflclpatlen In the 
Education Procesa"-Perents 
ere presented as case managers 
in the educetian of ~heir hen- 
dlcapped child. 
SESAME STREET 
Eig Bird Is happy until he meet 
Poce Lace, the parrot who 
repeals what e~er anyone says, 
in a lessen an the ernotlans 
• 'happy" and "sad"= 
THE LATE SlHOWl 
"Dr. Phlbes Rises ~ialn"-Or. 
Phlbes sets out far Eypt and • 
IIh~reetorlngellxlr for hlsdead 
wife.. Stars Vincent Price. 
electric company 
what do you do with a chef who 
cen't toll' a' lettuce from a 
ceblxqle. Tune Intoclay for a 
lesson on double smtsenante. 
seame street 
BIg Bird's [ealausly over Buff,/ 
St, Narte baby gets the best of 
him snd he locks himself In his 
nest area detwmlned never to 
see anyone egaln. 
BLACK PERSPECTIVES" 
leading black Journalists ask 
penetrating qeeatlons for an 
incisive dlsucsaion on  the 
relying balck roles In our 
souciaty. 
MISTER ROGERS 
.ion Mister Rogers and his 
friends In the Nelghberhood and 




LONDON (~)  - -  Air l ine 
staff refused to let a 
SSenger keep his souvenir 
m Britain--a 20-foot 
carved pole from the 
ShetlamJs--b~de him on 
his flisht .home, so he 
decided to travel home by 
boat. As he walked out of the 
airport, the p01e hit tbe door 
and enapped in two. So he 
flew home after all with two 
l~eces of hand luggage-- 
each 10 feet long. 
NOTTINGllA~, England 
(CP) - -  Patriein Webster, 
M, had a nasty and em- 
barraasin~ experience when 
she went to an oubside. 
lavatory near her home. 
When she pulled the chain, 
the but enl]ap~d. .on her. 
WOODLEY, : :  England 
(CP) - -  Three persons.have 
claimed a runaway rabbit 
found by p~llce at ?t~dS 
Berlushire tozm: The ra , bbit. 
named Starsky; :Will appear 
in an identity, l~Jrade to find 
~.Q,'lr"rll.JE IN~ ,., 9:00 ,re'oF muwmu 
MWEL OFFORT1JNE 
KNOCKOUT 
TO SAY THE, -~_~'T 
&~ SCHOOLS o 
SBN~E STRImT 
B O B m U  
THEOONO SHOW 4~ 
HOU.YW000 SQIMImS 
DAYS OF OUR UVES 
I DR~4M OF JF J~Ni i  
THEDOCTORS 
ANOTNER WORLD 
1HIE 3 ~Q.OCK MOVIE 









THE MARY TYLER M00RE 


















,ou~ss  6:00 
LII"TLE HOUSE ON SEAYn.E TONIGHT 
l, i iOLl.Y~O0 S~ARES PRAIRIE 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30  , 
8:00 
JOYC~ I~kVIDSON SHOW 
JR~ ¢~MWM SHOW 
D~IqWTION 
KAmEIm~ YOGA 
II's YOUR M~VE 
N00N'NL~S mun - 
I- 
mVl-.. 
"DW of lltn Jackal" 
A~OTHER WORLD 
ALAN IMMEI. SHQW 
SAmPORD AND SON 
THE GONG SHOW 
IL~ERGIBICY 
N~AS 
BOUY VlNI~0N SHOW 
HIM~JNE HUNTltS 
THE WAI.1ONS UTILE HOUSE ON 8EI"rY V#IITE mOW 
PIUJRIE PRQNT PAGE G~__ ~a i k'q~ E 0:30 
SUPRRSPL=CJAL: O L O ._.¢~/11t. Y M01L NIGHT AT MOVIES 








_:;._.-:_ _,. NEWS MAGAZINE 
MAN ALIVE 
~ C ~  1HE NATIONN. 
TONIGHT SHOW • N MNUTES UVE 
~ m  
AUCTION "77 
LIVE-The 'thi l ;d of eight 
supercharged days . af fund 
raising for KCTS 9's operation 
and pr.oductlon expenses. 
Viewrers simply need only to 
Md over the I~one on thousam 
of unusls Items from every 
rplce range which wi l l  be 
displayed on the screen.the 
hlghent bid Is always a bergaln. 




IRItsT RIMS ON SCIENCE 
IUECTRIC C0MPNIY 
~ T H  
mi les  OF AMEIUCA 
AS WE SEE IT 
~LlSC'I~¢ C~PANY 
-MEASURE UP 
TRO CENTS m 
M IS PeR MUSIC 
_UNU~w 
m N G  Ou1r 
V W H B W  
.-" .~' .~.,4~IUkMi NG THE 
~f f l lONAI .  CHILD 
SESAME S11WET 






11~ I.ATE SHOW 
"at, ~ Rim N/n" • 
I 
recued from the Indians and her . spend the night in the building 
helbreed sore, but the veng6ful on saculryt patrol. Wally at. 
Apache warr ior,  father of the .tempts to write a story 'ALa  
(~lld, t racks ; ,~s  .~own. Stars Nlghtstslker" snd Dudley gets 
• Gregory" :#~,~' ~:va Mar ia  locked out of his apartment. 
Saint, Robert Foster, Noland 
Clay. MR. DRESSUP 
MOVIE MATINEE 'Just s Little Peace'-Casey and 
"Day of the Jackal"-Part Two. his friend help Mr. Dressup'to 
Pleaseseo Monday's hlghllghts get a Iiflle pesceful time far 
for futher Information. himself. 
3&6 4 
MOVIE .COMING UP ROSIE " "Stand Up end 61 Counted"- 
"The Stalking Moon".Arm) 'Dudley Nlghtstalker'-The leng Women's lib in Dever.the ffect 
scout settles on a ranch In New weekend gets off to an unusual if has on seversl male-female 
Mexlce with a white woman stsrt when Dwayne Is forced to realtlanahsips In the same 
family. Star Jacquellne Blssat, 
Stella Stevens, Steve Lawrence. 
THI[ BLACK EXPERIENCE 
"Slavery and Racism in 
Historical Debate'-Did raslcal 
prejudice precede the en- 
slavement af Africans in 
America or was racism as 
outgrowth, of slavery? 
IN 1OUCH 
~tMnq. OF FORllNE CANADIAN SCHOOI.S i 
KNOCm~ 
TO SAY THE ~I~_eT 
THE GGNG SHOW 
H~U.YWOOD ereMIteS 





HI[IM.YWED GAMM i 
HEWS 
SPECIN. 
¢N~ DATES DEBATE 
FROM Ali.NmS 
MULLIGAN'S STEW 
FOUCE W0N~N • 
NEWS 
1ONIGHT StlGW 
• TOMORItOW SHOW : 
MIL DRESSUP 
enema ~UL, r 
DMa.F.AN U 
I DREAM OF JEANNIE 
HOLLYW0OO SmMRES 
.RYNd'S 




COMING UP RQSIE 
FUNSTONES 
THE Mmy ~ R  ~v'~.JS 
IWJIq~*TS 




me F i r , ,  esT~ • . 
BARNEY MJLLnq , 
THE NATIONAL i 
N MINUTES UVE 
,G 
9:00 4m'oF mm.o  
9:30 J~rce OA~SnSOU SHOW 
10:00 JeAN ~SHmV 
DEFINITION 10:30 
11:00 BYOOA 
11:30 i~s Ymm M0Vl~ " 


























• m l~ iDm" 
'RSE ~ t 
.U lam-  
STARS I~ ICE 
mw: .  , .o  mcus ' 
c l r~Nm~ '' '" . , 
uud(mRml .  : • 
TR8 t~.lu SHow 
=LH 




COVlm TO COVU 
MUSIC PLACE 
AS Ym ~ IT 
RLE¢I~C C0MPANY 
M IS FOR MUSIC 
1141 MUSIC PLACE 




SWSMm ~u. r r  







';mcCloud:The New Mexican 
Connecllon".Marshal McCloud 
arrest a murder suspect from. 
New Mexi.co In New Yrok City 
and becomes the prlmarl 
victim of a television campaign 
against police brutality. 
WlNSDAY 
4"Our  Man Fl lnt '-Exper. 
frogmah, super secret agent is 
.assigned to destory the villains 
who are attempting to control 
the world's weather. Stars 
James Coburn, Lee. J. Cobb. 
9 
AGE OF UNCENTERTAINTY 
"The Rise and Fall on Money". 
Economist John Kenneth 
Galbralth examines how money 
affects people-right down to the 
housewife In the sul~rmarket. 
and analyzes cycles of In. 
stebllty and Inflation. 
AUCTION ';7 
LIVE+Day number five on 
Channel 9's eight.day func 
raising event Is chock full of 
gargainsl Viewers simply need 
to place their bids obe calling In 
over the phone. Dial 464-1111. 
MOVIE 
"Lady L"-Turn-of.t he-century: 
Story told in flash.back style by 
octogenarian to biographer. 
FarcIcoi, wlffy and sometimes 
ribald comedy Is told In a salty 
style which sophlstactec 
audiences will relish. Stars 
Sopltla Loren, Paul Newman, 
David Nlven, Peter Ustlnov, 
claude Dauphin, COcll Parker. 
LAUGH.IN SPECIAL  
Frank Slnetre. Flip Wilson, 
Cindy Williams, James Ganer, 
Ralph Nader, and senato~ 
Barry Goldwater make camero 
eppearance In the third of this 
season sll.new comedy specials. 
2 
mEEL OF FORTUNE 
KNOCKOUT 
rs SAY THE LEAST 
THE O01~ SHOW 
H~.L'tW000 SQUARES 
OAfS OF OUR LIVES 
THE DOCTORS 
ANOTHER ~0RLD 
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BQB MCLF.AN SHOW 
I DREAM OF JEANNIE 
HOLLY~0OD SQUARES 
RYAWS HOME 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
9:00  
9:30 









2 :30  
T~VJS ~0 3:00 
CEU[MiW COOKS 3: 30 
MAGAZINE 4!00 


















TRUTH OR ¢ONSEGUENCE 




BIG HAWAII ..... CANADIANS 
.......... TN E WATSON REFORT 
i i 
• ~mmmWSHOVi  . . . . .  
ART OF COOKING 
JIOYCE DAVI~ON SHOW 
Jm C~,B ,  SSOW 
DEFINITION 
KNtEIm~ YOGA 
I1"S YOUR MOVIE 
NOON NEWS HOUR 
NOVIIh 
,lrlw New nuldum 
Con. i1¢1k~" 
ANOTHER WORLD 
. £1.AIM HAMBL SNOW 
~4NIm0RD ~ID SON 
11HE QONG SNOW 
NHL HOCKEY . 
MNSDAY 
• ~SWS H6UR 
:;ml;12LY ADAMS 
NHI. HOOKEY 
~ I t0~ RNAI .  
THIE LATh  SHOW I 




BREAD AND IR/II'.llRIqJIB 
COVIER "10 COblS/t 
AS H SEE IT 
ELIC11e¢ COMPAHY 
$qNIIINO SfOitl B 
CCMllt TO COVER 
M IS FOR MUSIC 




~JS?'..E _I~ERS' NEIGH- 
mSCTmCm~PANY 
i 
Who needs T.V. ? 
L ndi th ftd "nklg a ng on e so  - r l  o o 
for ope, theaire the kind b~~i~tc~-~ not interfere with th~ years used sKII slides to spokesman "*'
chain, mereial ~ s~e on TV fef  continuity of the show. advertim local businesses. 
Because the cost of the deodorants," said one. Officials say the corn- ' 
movie commercials is spokesman, mercials are needed to help. Roger Hautchuel, a 
high--about $18 a minu~ "They'll be scenes like offset declining earniggs. Frenchman ~yhose firm 
per l,000viewerscomparea beautiful footage of And, udder one plan, already sells $20-millior 
with about $4 per 1,000 nkydivers falling the. ngh proceeds from the. corn- worth of moviehome ad- 
mercials will be used to pro- v.ertising each year to viewers for many television the sky and landing into duce mo~es. European clients, said the 
commercials--industry loges of soft-drinks. That 
officials expect a "high sort of thing." A few theatres across the U.S. dperation will begin 
elass" product in the movie U.S. have been ex- today in I,-800 walk-in 
houses. In addition, spokesmen perimentthg with local ads theatres in New York, Los 
""These will be soft, on- say that unlike TV corn- for neighborhood businesses Angeles, Chicago and other 
tertaining commercials, not mercials, the movie ads will and some theatres have for major cities. 
YORK (AP)- 
Movie  goers in the United 
States, who attempt to 
escape the noisy barrage of 
commercials on television, 
may be in for an unpleasant 
surprise. Beginning today, 
up to three minutes of com- 
mercials will be appearing, 
in 1,800 theatres in major 
U.S. cities. 
But the big-screen com- 
mercials will not be as 
obnoxious as many of those 
on television, says a 
3% suffer sudden illness 
Attacking the. divorce 
MO~COW (AP) -- Bet- 
wean 10 per cent and 15 per 
cent of engaged couples get 
cold feet and call off .their 
murdages during the Soviet 
Union's c0mimlsory one. 
month waiting period, says 
a recent study. 
The study, published in 
.the book Marriage and the 
!Family T.oday, and reported 
recently lathe newspaper 
Nedelya, said the couples 
most often blame "spiritual 
incompatibility" or dif. 
ficulties in finding housing. 
Under Soviet iaw, a cotiple 
must apply for a marriage 
licence at a government 
registration office and then 
wait one month before 
'returning to receive the 
~cence. 
The study found that 10 
per cent of couples in the 
city of Yilnus, 11 per cent in 
Moscow and 15 per cent in 
Kiev give up their plans and 
never eturn for the second 
visit. 
Of 246 such couples who 
filled out a questionnaire, 78 
per cent had known each 
other less than six months 
before deciding to get 
married. Less than half had 
the wholehearted approval 
of their parents. 
The problems of in- 
decision appeared to affect 
couples ranging in age from 
25 to 35 more than they did 
younger couples. 
:HOUSING NOTED 
Among the reasons cited 
for the last-minute decision 
not to get married, 26 per 
cent of those polled cited 
spiritual incompatibility 
and lack of love, 17 per Cent 
bed difficulties in finding 
housing, 13 per cent said 
there had been a forced 
parting, 10 per cent charged 
deceit, seven per cent 
• blamed physical in- 
c0mpatibilityand three l~.r 
cent had suffered a sudden 
illness. 
The author of the Nedelya 
review of t~e study con- 
eluded that "a consideration 
period is a good measure to 
prevent accidental and 
unprepared marriages. I
think tt would be useful to 
extend the period to three to 
six montl~." ,. 
This might serve still 
further to weed out ill- 
matched couples and cut- 
beck on the Soviet Union's 
soaring divorce rate. 
In 1975, the last year for 
which complete figures are 
available, there were 10.7 
million marriages and 
almost onethird as many 
divorces--3.1 million. 
Housing difficulties 
remain a problem, with 
moot unmaz;ried Russians 
continuing to live with tlieir 
parents, and newly married 
couples often unable, to find 
their own apartments. 
125 Air Conditioned Suite & Rooms With View 
Color TV, Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele. 
raters, Coffee Shop, Dining Room, Nightly 
Entertainment, Banquet & Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 125 Kitchenettes Available 
682-1831 FREE PARKING 
REE. ,Reservations- 
300-261-3330 
Owned & Operated 
!D PRYSTAY 
vie St.Vancouver, B.C. 
English Bey at Stanley Pad( Bus Stop 
at Our Door and Take You Anywhere In 
The City For The Price Of A Bus Ticket 
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Bill S il .~:: ::::: ~:ii:ii~...ii~i~ 
teacherWhynyBiLL I'mI SMILEY ey 
Friends of mine in all walks 
of life can't understand how 
I can stand teaching as a 
vocation. With striking 
originality, they ask: "How 
can you stand it?" 
So, with another 10 
months of my chosen way of 
life under way, 1 thought i'd 
look at it, and try to give 
them an answer. 
Perhaps we could start 
with elimination. It would 
take an act of God, or a 
change of sex, or something 
equally dramatic, to make 
me an engineer. I have just 
completed the job of  trying 
to change a typewriter ib. 
bon. it took me 39 minutes. I 
wound up with ink all ove~ 
my fingers, my face, and a 
clean shirt. And guess what 
came out when I began typ- 
ing? Red words, it was one 
of thos half-t:ed, half-black 
ribbons, and i'd got it upside 
bassackwards. The "only 
reason you a're reading this in 
black is that it is being 
reproduced by someone else. 
My lack of engineering 
skills prec':Jdes my making a 
fat living where the real 
money i~ t,~se days: as a 
repair man. If you have a son 
or daughter pondering a 
career, for the dear ,good- 
ness' sake, steer it into fixing 
things -- plumbing, ei.ec. 
tricity, TV, cars. Took my 
lawnmower to a repairman 
the other day. It wouldn't 
start. Picked it UP three days 
later. The'bill was $41.16 
one dollar and 16 cents more 
than half what I had paid for 
the new machine a few years 
ago. The bill for labor was 
$27. You could have a baby 
for that not so terribly long 
ago. 
i've never wanted to be a 
scientist. Can't see spending 
my life in a lab trying to find 
a new additive that will make 
clothes whiter than white or a 
new chemical that will make 
deodorant dryer than ever. 
Medicine, since I have 
never had a secret desire to be 
God, held little appeal for 
me. It's a noble profession, 
~nd you can make a pile of 
money by peering into 
people's apertures, probing 
their fiab, making their 
blood spurt, and writing 
prescriptions among other 
things. None of those things 
turn me on, thodgh. 
Dentistry, ditto. I can see 
no particular charm in stan- 
ding at an angle most 
acrobats couldn't maintain 
• for 10 seconds, gawking at 
gums ancJ crumbling renova- 
tions. One look into my own 
mouth would give me 
nightmares for a week. To 
heck with the $50,000 ayear. 
Then there's the law, of 
:ourse. There's a great deal 
of poppycock about he ma- 
iesty and the integrity of the 
law. All of it stems from 
lawyers and judges. But I 
wouldn't care • to be 
tssociated in a profession 
wvhere there is, despite all 
disclaimers, one law for the 
rich and another for the 
poor. Shakespeare said it 
nicely: "Let them hang all 
the lawyers." 
Another field that brings 
in a mighty good buck is ac- 
counting. But where's the 
future in that for a fellow 
who can't even account to his 
own wife for the way he 
behaved at the party on 
Saturday night? 
Quite a good career these 
days is "working for the 
government." Certainly 
you'll never be fired, unless 
you turn up drunk four days 
in a row and rape four dif- 
ferent secretaries. Even then, 
you'd probably just be 
"transferred to a less sen. 
sitive area," or put out to 
pasture on a pension. 
When i was a student, we 
used to say scornfully that if 
you couldn't do anything 
else, you went into the 
ministry. This was a base 
canard, of course, but the 
delights of the parsonage 
never eally got me excited. 1 
wouldn't have minded poun- 
ding the old pulpit a bit, but I. 
couldn't have stood the old 
biddies and the hack-stabbers 
and the constant mendican- 
ring. 
What I thought I might be 
was a professor of English. 
Sit around in a book-filled 
study, dispense wisdom to 
awed students, and give the 
occasional brilliant lecture. 
Well I've since met some of 
my old friends who chose 
that path. They're more bor- 
ing than the guy who comes 
to fix my furnace. 
What I really and truly 
wanted to do when I was 
young and romantic was to 
become a foreign correspon- 
dent. Influenced by movies, !
wanted the works: trench 
coat, snap brim felt hat, 
bylines from Hour Keng and 
Nairobi. 
Nearest I got to that was 
editing the country cor- 
respondence from con- 
tributors to a small-town 
Capitalistic common sense 
weekly. That wasn't a bad 
vocation, except that you 
worked 60-odd hours a week 
and never made any money. 
I guess my secret desire for 
years was to be a writer. 
Preferably a pipe.smoking, 
enormously popular, im- 
mensely wealthy one, several 
times divorced, a world 
traveler, a lecturer in great 
demand; yet with a depth, a 
plus quality in my novels that 
would put me up there with 
Hardy, Conrad, Hem- 
ingway. With three or four 
of my novels turned into 
smash hits on Broadway and 
in Hollywood. And all my 
own hair and teeth. 
Only trouble with that 
wish was that I was too lazy. 
Oh, the talent was there. No 
question about that, as we 
novel-writers manque can 
assure anyone. So instead of 
becoming a Hemingway, I
became Bill Smiley, a 
chronicler of the tribulations 
and the trivia of the mid-2Oth 
century. And not a whit bit- 
ter or disillusioned about it. 
That wasn't quite enougn 
to keep a body alive, so 1 
became a teacher. Not only 
because most other profes- 
sions fill me with nausea or 
loathing. But because I like 
young people, words, ideas, 
and two months holidays. 
© The Argyle Syndicate Ltd. 
Tiffany's touches their hearts 
NEW YORK (AP) ,  The interview "Most don't, I 'Episcopalian, wears one in Journal, Chicago Tribune, Twice a day, six days a 
Tif fany touch embraces  know. That's why American the lapel of his tailor-made Los Angeles Times and week, Hoeing visits Tif- 
emera ld laden bracelets,  business has gotten such a suit jackets, other newspapers, fany's huge street floor. He 
solid go ld  watches and bad reputat ion.  Prof i t  StlCC~S$ ]~A~E HIGH Sometimes the $11000 ads points out a new design to a 
diamonds by the yard. Yet maximiz ing sounds so  "~We~Fea~fhe  g~ls to display jewelry. Other times prospect ive customer  or 
few people know the.:Klitv greedy." accept God"mt.o=thir l ves," they are mini-lessons in stops to admire the legen- 
tering palace on F i f th '~d-  While this. gentle man said the tall, lean Hoeing, capitalist hought, withsuch dary Tiffany diamond, the 
hue as a showcase for enjoys setting standards of who has run Tiffany's since titles as Is Profit a Dirty world's largest canary din- 
capital ist  common sense taste and elegance for the 1953. "We take them out of 
and religious credo. Social Register set, he has poverty and put them into Word? and Are the Rich a mend. 
The dr iv ing force is another consuming interest the Lord 's  hands . .  Our Menace? DECIDES ON STYLE 
.Tiffany's 800 employees Walter Hoving, T i f fany's  the Walter Hoeing Home in success rate has been This kind of personal con- don't s~nd hem's analysing 
board chairman and chief Garrison, N.Y., for heroin- phenomenal." viction mystifies Wall Street publi,c Iast#. Instead ~e~ 
executive. He likes to addicted girls. That'is the private side of analysts and may be the oecme tormemselves wna~ 
believe the world's most More than $356,000 is sent Tiffany's. The public side is reason T i f fany's  has jewelry is chic and exciting. 
famous jewelry store has a to the centre each year from spelled out in the store's retained a unique corporate "That old motto about 
conscience, store sales of a small pin familiar, subdued ads up- image since it  was founded 'Give the customer what she 
"I think a company should with the message, "Try pearing almost daily in New in 1837 by Charles Lews. wants '  is r id iculous,"  
have a soul," he said in an God." Hoeing, a devout York Times, Wall Street Tiffany. Hoving said. "Most people 
Acting onstage and off don't know what is beau- 
The clown is serious 
NEW" YORK (AP) - -  variation of " my up- The media critics he has covered on Ms mirth 
Victor Borge has one more pearancesbecause Ih r ing  
dream to realize. 
The noted jester even- 
tual ly hopes to conduct 
opera--"even if I have to' 
use another name." 
An alias, he feels, might 
be desi rable so people 
wo , !dn ' t  regard  serious 
.-~istry as a new waggish 
people to symphony con- 
certs who have never been 
there and don't know what  
they are about." 
PLAYS IT STRAIGHT 
"We play three or four 
compositions traight," he 
explains, "then something 
more humorous because 
responded with generally 
admiring notices, although 
several found a deja vu 
quality--which just possibly 
may have already been 
sensed by the entertainer in 
his thoughts about future 
activities. 
By booking freak, Borge 
has visited Broadway three 
mission. 
" I 'm sure I 've been as far 
as the moon and back," he 
says. Then with a twinkle he 
adds, " I 'm delighted to say 
that I 've ben so well 
received that I was able to 
pay my own transportation 
both ways." 
caper. 
"My heart has always 
been in music," insists the 
star, who is best known for 
verbal quips and merry 
mannerisms, although he 
started keyboard studies at 
age 4 and is a highly skilled 
performer. 
Borge has flashed his 
baron over symphony or- 
chestras including the 
Phi ladelphia,  Cleveland 
Los Angeles~ London, and 
Concertgebouw of Am- 
sterdam. 
"That work has become 
an extremely  welcome 
that is what people expect 
from me." 
Musicians, he quickly 
adds, "are my best audience 
because they know I know 
what I am doing" 
~orge recentry returned 
to Broadway for a four-week 
engagement  in Comedy 
With Music, a standard 
melange of the word games 
and never-quifecompleted 
piano pieces that are his 
laugh-gener  a t ing  i J 
dispensables. 
"This is still the supreme 
court," he says of Broad- 
way. 
times at precise 12-year 
intervals. On Jan. 3 next he 
reaches 70, a milestone 
appreciably diminished by 
the enthusiastic vigor and 
irrepressible jocularity that 
he displays. 
"I am sometimes asked if 
I 'w going t¢ retire, and I 
:: f ly, ,r., '~ire from what7 
Retire from the things that 
come naturally?' 
"I do the same thing off- 
stage that I do onstage--put 





Borge has never tried to 
figure just how many miles • F~,~,~, ,~y~h,ow~,~.  
Uful. So they rely on us to 
show them."  
With branches in Atlanta, 
Chicalgo, Houston, San 
Franmsco and Beverly Hills 
and a boutique in Japan's 
famous Mi[sukoshi 
department store, Tiffany's 
has influenced all elasse~ of 
people. 
Although Tfffany's closed 
its Paris and London stores 
after the SecondWorld War, 
travelling shows were sent 
recent ly to the Arab 
countries to cash in on oil 
money there. Business was 
reported brisk. 
Despite stock market  
declines in recent years, 
T i f fany's  profits are 
stronger than ever. Hoeing 
says they usually run about 
six per cent, well above 
average for retail  and 
department stores. 
Are diamonds a girl's best 
friend? Hoeing is the first to 
admit that gems have been " 
kind to an old gal like Tff- 
fany's. And, as he recently 
to ld a meeting of the New 
York Society of Security 
Analysts: 
66 , I d say we re having the 
~me of our lives." 
T 
: I 
